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Touch of Hollywood including stars, cameras and even imported palm trees came to Victoria area Margot^ underway. Garner, left, takes time out to sign autographs, centre, takes a
last week as filming of $4 million movie Glitter Dome starring James Garner, John Lithgow and breather during session at Vic High and right, discusses details with director Stuart Margolin.
Murray Sharralt Photos
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Norma Sealey will “probably” be 
seeking another term as mayor of 
Sidney, North Saanich Mayor Jay 
Rangel likely won’t be running and 
.aldermen Alan Cornford- and 
Harold Parrott are the two con­
tenders so far for that mayoralty
seat — and Aid. Jim Gumming, at 
75, has decided to retire.
' T*-i oil r*Aiinr*il cACJtIn Sidney, all council seats are up
for grabs this year. and most in- , . . •
f'limhpntc: — Spalpv and aldermen ' Saanicfcvschdpl^ teachers .
seeking further terms. Aldermen on the streets Saturday distribut 
Jim Lang and Norm McCandlish information to the public whicluhey 
could not be contacted but both are hope will make people more
likely to be wtanting another two “aware”. It’s all part of a massive
years at the job. petition blitz.
Lang is rumored to be running for Target of the attack is the
the mayor’s seat, and Burdon was provicial government and its
another likely contender. Now the rcstraintprogram.One pamphlet —




' ' '( ‘Kxt.
/ alderrrian Ssays' “although I
getting a lot of people trying to talk education cutbacks \yill niean loss bt 
me into it” and “I would like to leaching jobs, larger class size, over- 
have a go” he has three children crowded schools, further school
now and some heavy commitments.
The mayor’s position is almost a transportation, generally, reduced , 
half-time job and Burdon^ s services to students and fewer
doesn’t have the time to spare. opportunities for children.
■ he hadn’t made up his mind to se^ Solidarity^ petition, write Their MLA
another term it was “very unlikely.’’ ^ ^^d f cnMic proc am^^^^
He said he was “under 
pressure to run again” but he wants 
to put time in with his family. >
“I have two boys aged 13 and 16 
and they deserve more of my, tirnc 
:.;.Tmd;'commitmcnt.” > ■;
But Rangel views his decision as a
“sabbatical,” and says he’ll be bacL,:^^; ^ ^ , ^
“that's definite. I don’t know North and South Saanich




Larry Cross said Monday con­
cessions recently made , by 
‘'ifie'“provincial ■ government in 
education “make some difference” 
but have “not .satisfied ail our- 
concerns.” ' "
Cutbacks in the level of service in 
education and other departments 
will have an impact on students “at 
risk". They’ll pay the price for those 
cutbacks. Cross said.
Cross added, “We all go for 
restraint but let’s have it imposed on 
those who can really handle it -- not 
kids at risk.”
Chuck Harvey, president of 
r; GU PE local 441, coveririg some 150
hreddent farrvCrmf 'vorkers, said he was not in favor of
' 'A . strikes Nbut if it’s the only route left
. . . students at risk pay price we’ll have to follow suit.’Nf ^^^
held Saturday atj 4
Victoria courthouse, 850 Burdett. lur handicapped, maintenance
Saanich Teachers’ Association wo'l^urs and school bus drivers are
members of CUPE.
The “declaration’-’ to be unveiled 1 
on 'the step's of the courthouse 
followed by a ceremony outside will 
“symbolize that wc have lost faith in 
our government and the courts may 
be our only source of protection,” 
says Moe Sihota, Coalition 
spokesman.
Another pamphlet to behanded 
out •— A Time to Speak Out — is 
y by Defend Education
Services Coalition (DESC).
It charges government bills are 
“destructive of basic democratic 
rights, needed social services and the 
quality of education in this 
province” and urges concerned 






worth working for.” exhibition but Crtntral v^SaanHlv
Aud the uiayor says he lias no
regrets, ”My experience lias been piissibility 6f u iiiovc ,t0 the C 
overwhelming, challenging and lierlantl bairns.
pleasurable but I’ve got'to look Nb"'-- enmmonly known as ihe
■:Ail^:uljj;biny:dNvrfbackyard^TirsL’A;:'^"i;:.:;'N^^^^^
! ;:Mcunwhi!c; North Saanich
Alan Cornford said he “tnay as well acres and is in the Agricultural l.,and
a  ,;,Tv;gencrah'”T'? J,' 'v vT-;.'-;,
^ yXIN ::exist aig properly is pow^^^ ' 
portjiigr the applicaiKui aiid ts ^pili,j^j^j^;^|;^ 
rcc(;umncnd!iig:lhe latul not be used ;
B‘;"'PC'WS.^T be ‘ICbob ^ ^
eoiintered every year by the lise Ol the jaiUl would not be strict y , wilhih nur nwn, , , . " A T iiiatlcquate space within our owm^^ v
/.Tigricultura!. _ ^
Reserve. ^ ^
“Yes, I’ni running for mayor, ''i initial negotiations will ne
' Almi Cornford''f" 
going for'roses Z.
tunning lor; 'wwur'rvnl ilie nroneriv Svlv HuU
and Ojie eithei gets all the \ a. n indicatioiis^the; owners
all the way out. would be receptive to the sale of the
terms bchmd him, Coinfm^ ,cci\iircd to see if iltc proporty mny
^didme m the’SlNi«’ll '•wkt ^
crack at the mayor's seat.”
Aid. Harold Parrott has tlic same - 
idea, aUhduglr he was a little less 
cihlain, ” 1 might run: for mayors: ;
: I’ve bcchyiliinkihg; a he
icuiuudi. hncerlainty dlN'chting'N
;;tliiS'v:{l^iyr;^. W.,' thc:v:,,M b 1 v
y Ibcgiotial Oistrid t S^i yy ^
president wrote that a “major ,,,,1,1:..
' rebuilding iirogram must be con- F'"’"'-*
sidcietl us: ihany of: the existing: order to prepare: a plan that;,
huilclings are of the b912 vinttig will be adequate for the future of the
V llult said that tlic major reasoii ^ ^
for wanting to move is that i the eoiisidcring ilic purchase ot suitable
mimhcr of exhibitors has increased property with a view to relocating ;
to the exient that “we are unable to HhC site of the exhi^^^^^^ 
accept any further increase iij live H'lii.
said. But he stressed he’d made no: Did rashioimci- ^rco, ::
pioneer dcsiBii build|ng facade and





y y etuMtgh. Yb in he said, inarrporatecbNn: a Hbrlfty: Foods
“And to pm It bluntly I’m getting l.:.i.N. c 1^.. ^ .wii,w„...r ov ♦a,*
N.mivo trees, sueli as dogwood ^
. outlet/uVWNniill'"h'diacchl'jo;''the




ng Ifusiramd and disillusioned, ( elude parapets to be eamedjhrough
's acorrtbinatlori of things, I’hi a all levels of the roof line on the;it'
fmdMTdfmn: 
Z'f rdcr:-;r':w
boy:" scout'i^ihn" JdeaUst.."' 1 ^'Took' ''for''''': ::"‘nOrth‘,'east'"Bh'd"nbitth>ihMs
;:'‘""‘''perfwulofi"aud t! priT "seea ^":'THe\:jJpvf‘lOper'"'"”wllly;"gi'^''e'""C;diV'
CoiUlnucd on Page A2 sidcratlon to false shutters, tmil keep
a,,ddhdi8ono,,A,„ilhtomiv,&,vca,".«
(’ (will be hSed whefever possihle nnd:u: :v
Mdih ran dVnea wniAylac^d a, the:
I, jjcj iii uiicl xiiift.u)i*] ,1 'fyi(inciinn clock i » .
mplhetfeamiearea,.
Traffic plans will include a council meeting the rccom- 
pcdcstium walkway:^Uii<.:cily{ijioitr-Av'-;,uticJidatt,ouxy:,(\.oC'Abh,H,--''A.'A'f^Fiy!'(,; 
:corrier of the hulldlng^/T
■:A//t:o;access:ihe:iransit. stopnmj:alsd'a:;'.i/:'.kVt!rc,::accepteti andAcni;:lo.,:,staffTor
. lO-fnoi wide interlocking "block i prm^aratiari .ot:^
crosswalk across Wallace. ?v.tu,mi required.
Mike Kipol’s $3 million 
developtnenl is underway on 
dvyo /acrcs^ l^^
Avc. and 7lh but todute the 
:::dc velopcr':':/:diil y/; Jjas//B in i l,ty' s;// 
Pancakes committed; Kipot 
xayk he has fhrdd piFcpnipanics, 
.submitting a proposal for a gas 
bar and he’s negotiating stiil/ 
with other stores but so far 
there’s “nothing I'irm”, he says.
Kipot was hoping to woo 
Eatons or Simpson Scars to 
join iiis development but botli 
stores haw declined.:Hovveyef,/ 
Kipot is" still hoping to land: a 
big clothing store here. ;
T'hcrc’lbjbc parking for : 96 
cars and shoppers vyill be able to 
(inirahcc and exit / on Jnntes; 
While Blvd. and 71 h.
, Other features of tlic 
development include a Clock:
(■ lovvenv:. sdthe;:: iC feetJn/:from;/ 
;, Beacor»'';/:Ave,'/''and//;a:. .Beacon/: 
Tower, similar to a lighihdUse, :
:cu‘rrehily,;;alb:fdbiings/arc::in;/' 
: and workpieh will be starting;on/ 
thc;vvalls this y»’eck. Kip 
'Ti:icy'if;rpfd;;,:'l'»CV‘’l‘:''^.H!/';
buildings up to tlte roof but 
’:/wdn’t/;/,proCced;::;‘:f»ri:hcr::::;Tiniib/ 
'■'''po'OislF':g(‘i'TnierHi"Nl/''H<*i|::^he:’: 
/ leasing space to businesses 
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Memorial fund for new park
Proceeds of a memorial fund for Ken Mollet — 
former Central Saanich deputy fire chief and 
municipal mechanic — will go to provide residents 
with an attractive park on a two-acre site at the 
corner of West Saanich Rd. and Clarke.
Superintendent of public works Gary Rogers says 
the municipality is kicking in with $10,000 — park 
development money —■ and with $5,000 collected for 
Mollet will provide walkways, flower gardens, a 
sundial, fountain, some lighting and a washroom.
Most work will be done by volunteer help — the 
fire department has taken the park on as a project, 
Rogers says. The men will likely get started this fall 
and should be finished by the spring.
At the fountain site will be a plaque to com­
memorate Mollet. Rhododendruns will be donated 
by the Sluggett family for the flower garden. The 
property was originally donated by the Sluggetts to 







Herbert Clifford Ash, 23, court after pleading guilty 
of 2302 Amherst Ave., was to possession of a narcotic, 
fined $450 Sept. 27 in possession of a prohibited
Sidney provincial court weapon and failing to
after pleading guilty to appear in court,
impaired driving.
Charles Watson Bayne,
64, address unknown. Was 
found guilty of impaired 
driving and refusing to take 
a breathalizer and was fined 
a total of $600.
Also Sept. 27, Graham 
Taylor, 19, of 845 Ardmore 
Dr., pleaded guilty to
driving without insurance 
and was fined $300. Ferguson, for whom
Mark William Ferguson, there was a warrant out for 
20 no fixed address, was his arrest for charges 
sentenced to 15 days, to be outstanding since August, 
served at Wilkinson Rd. jail 1982, was picked up Oct. 3 




Judge G.S. Denroche 
handed Ferguson jail terms 
of 10 days for possession of 
marijuana, 10 days to be 
served concurrent with 
previous sentence for 
possession of brass 
knuckles and five days to 
run consecutive for failing 
to attend court.
Hair Stylists for Men/Women 
9807 - 5th St., Sidney
ROWENA NUHH (OWNER) ANNOUNCES
Hallowe’en party for youngsters
A costume contest, hot Oct. 31. The Hallowe’en 
dogs and drinks plus a party is sponsored by 
bonfire and fireworks Central Saanich Recreation 
display are all free at the 4- and the municipality’s 
H building, Saanichton volunteer firefighters. 
Fairgrounds 7 - 8:30 p.m,.
i r—-PERN SPECIALS-—n ■■
20% OFF
ALL PERMS










Brentwood Bay Royal Bank rnanager Tim Perkins celebrated birthday Oct. 6 and got surprise when 
staff presented him with singing clown, bottle of champagne and bouquet of balloons. Eniertainment 
was supplied by Theresa Curryyof Trudy's Balloon Bouquet. Murray Sharratt Photo.
Project North (Victoria) 
is sponsoring a public 
meeting to discuss the 
proposed Saanichton Bay 
; M 20, 7:30 p.m.:
Grace Lutheran Church,
1273 Fort St. (parking at ; 
rear). A presentation of the 
facts Wvilf^ b 
members of the Tsawout 
and St. 
’s (Sidney) Social
.there’s a supremo m- each- has said they’ll be “probably run again, now he could' have controlled welcome, 
difference' about local seeking another term, that the provincial, each section of the school 
affairs and,“the people we There’s no mayoralty race . government has made some budget.’’ _
need don’t run.’’ in the farming community changes in the legislature.’’ Both Lott and Galbraith
Cumming has put in — terms for Mayor Dave The government capitualted say they’ll be seeking to
more than 12 years on Hill, aldermen George on Bill 6 Oct. 6 by giving retain their seats on school
council. He was mayor for McFarlane, Eric Lewis and trustees the right to decide board. Parrott was not
six years, alderman ftu Earle Tabor expire in how money will be spent in available. Galbraith has
another six years and in November, 1984. their districts. A.mcndmcnts been tru-stec for six years,
. . _ , _ . , ’ hOolS will; be:' fOrthcOrnihg : thatL ^otl corripleto^earlier days was counciller on Saanich sc o   or omin
and reeve.board, .seats up for grabs will remove a section of the ■ year term this November, 
Aldermen George belong to chairman John legislation stripping school Seats held by Gerry
Westwood and 
Sherwood
another year to run but it Saanich); Joe Lott (Sidney); 
was expected that one or the
; ^'‘'9 Betts (Saanich) and trustees boards of spending Kristianson, Lois Walsh
both have gsi^ber Galbraith (Central authority. and Marilyn Loveless arc |
T— 1 /o:j—Betts :said“lhat made a lip for election in 1984.
other -— most likely
the aldermanic seat and go
Rangel said either men ;
' their seats by Oct . 4,; to
and neither had done so. 
Westwood said later he 
f' dmd another year to run and 
< ; had decided tO finish his ;
making any 
decisions to run for mayor.
In North Saanich Aldv
Westwood and SherNyodd, 
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\ Cy Relph — owner of 
Sidney Natural Foods on 
■Beacon Ave. — still has a 
problem on his hands. 
Sidney’s parking and traffic 
committee met recently and 
decided to recommend to 
council that the current 
parking bylaw not be 
altered, says committee 
chairman Ben Ethier.
And if council accepts the 
recommendation that leaves 
Relph’s six stools at his 
lunch counter “illegal.” 
.Current bylaw regulations 
■demand Relph provide two 
parking spaces for his 
eatery — and the health 
store owner is unable to 
meet the regulation.
Council has been trying 
to find a way for Relph to 
carry on providing lunch 
and snacks for his 
customers since he moved 
from another location on 
. Beacon Ave. where he was 
non-conforming and able to 
flout the rules. However, 
his forced move to the 
current location brought 
him into line with other 
eateries who must abide by 
the bylaw and provide a 
; certain number of parking 
spaces according to seating.
Ethier says Relph may be 
able to get around the 
regulations by doing away 
; with seating. He suggests 
customers can stand and eat 
: and drink since they are 
unlikely to be spending 
much time in the store. 






The next dinner meeting 
of the Business and 
Professional Women’s 
Club will be held at 
Imperial Inn Oct. 19. 
Dinner 6:30 p.m., program 
7:30 p.m., all welcome. For 
reservations and in­
formation call 477-2691.
Recently three important Anyone with any infor- 
native Indian rock carvings mation on the whereabouts 
(petroglyphs) were illegally of these objects is asked to 
removed from a site hear contact one of the following 
Hartley Bay on B.C.’s people: Arthur Charlton, 
northern coast. Provincial Archaeologist,
Rock art sites are in- 1016 Langley St., Victoria 
valuable heritage records to B.C. V8X 1V8 or call 387- 
all British Columbians and 5038,387-5039. 
especially to the native James L. Tirrul-Jones, 
Indian people w-hose an- Kitimat Centennial 
cestors created them, says Museum, 293 City Centre, 
provincial secretary Jim Kitimat, B.C. V8C 1T6, or 
Cbabot. call 632-7022; Joanne
The Hartley Bay site is Monaghan, Volunteer 
protected by the province Regional Advisor, 29 
under the Heritage Con- Oersted Street, Kitimat, 
servation Act and officials B.C. V8C 1J6, or call 632- 
os his ministry have con- 7512, 632-5544; Ronald
tacted the RCMP, U.S. Denman, Museum of 
customs, museums, yacht Northern B.C., Box 669, 
clubs, marinas and dealers Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 
in antiquities in an attempt 3S1 or call 624-3207. 
to retrieve the petroglyphs. Kitimat RCMP, 1101 
The three petroglyphs Kingfisher Avenue S., 
reported missing each weigh Kitimat, B.C. V8C 2N4 or 
approximately 300 pounds, call 632-7111; Helen
Clifton, c/o Hartley Bay 
Indian Band, Hartley Bay,
Romrv Anns Radio Telephone N-
AXtftstt j 692939; Prince Rupert
RCMP, 100 West Sixth St., 
y Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J
3Z3.
during afternoon recess break Oct. 6.
Sidney Rotary Anns met 
at the home of president 
Mardi Dobson for their 
S e p t e m b e r meeting . 
Seventeen members present 
prepared plans for a craft 
and bake sale table at the 
Peninsula Community 
Association Christmas Fair 
on Dec. 3. Members will 
also be assisting at a blood 
donor clinic at Sanscha Hall 
in December.
Rotary Anns will sell
to ?n00t The ladies auxiliary to the raffle tickets for a draw to
Saanich Peninsula Hospital made at their Christmas 
The Peninsula Christian plans a fall bazaar 2-4 party on Dec. 15. The next 




A proposal to build a salmon highway water licences that allow j Womens After Five Club ^^ ^ ^
hatchery in Sandhill Creek has led to the stream to be pumped dry.” invites the public to a sc oo . e resin.ens. place 7:30 p.m. at the home 1
response from the Saanich And in the dry season the small catered dinner Guest Night of Joan Keepence. ^
^ ^ : :in theiFireside Ro^Historical Artifacts ; ^ Sqciety;^ 
outlining a major pollution problem 
in the creek.
Art Gardner, president of the
; ’amourif L isv There
“contains so much soap and 
V detergents there is alniosf a constant^ 
layer- of foam on the water,”: says " ; 
Gardner.
. i - /■v , , c • u - Tn tire larger run-off season; he>
' ° 17” reports, there are great qua,Hilies off
council Monday night that ontil
1979 there were full grown salmon water that the fish have to live
up as far as thehtgh^ay as spawning^^^t^^^^
.time.;/; r'’;''bursis of'Silt and mud.’’'''
“None have been seen since.” ; do not
The creek, which flows
the Pat Bay Highway and the proposal to build a hatchery on'the
Saanichton Indian Reserve, has over stream if it is feasible, and requested
the years been known as: a prolific ;the society and Saanichton Indian: 
salmon spawning ground. - to offer their remarks.
But for the last fourAcars
Provincial Water Rights Branch has : : ^ke Indian band, says municipal 
granted to land owners above the clerk Fred Durrand.
Church of Nazarene, 4277 
Quadra Oct. 22. Punch at 7 
p.m., dinner 7:30 p.m. 
Special feature — Priceless 
: : memories by ; Classic : G 
;/ Museum’s Allister Frahie. 





Membcr.s ol' Inter- a 
.-national Toasimisi ress ^ 
;Clubs will bq hoiiori 
niembers Oct. • 1 b at : 
^Schooner Cove Resort, «' 
;Nanoosc Bay, who were f 
jj.councilrj:,;pjTsi,dentSi-':'"'bn:,,;;7:''l5(,7, 
'.Vancouver Island over the fn, 
'.last 25 years. Anyone wlio 
■was a past memhei of ,*.• 
Toastmislrcs.s or has * 
itnowlcdge of past members ^
: 'null Y'nrAl ::cair Mrs, Carol 
ll'nylor at 383-5867,
VVwir full seryk» putstm" 
**Your fists iMfifilims 
Ig our business"
birds' aquariums 
: :: small animals: :: T”~:
V ■:/.;; JlOpiQl (Isll
pel 8. horse supplies 7
Mon, to Thurs & Sat.
:'''C:9l;30'* 5l'30'',/;
friday 9;30 • 6:00 V
BBacon Plaza 
2317 Beacon Ave,; 
Sidney,/:-
★ Free Gill Wrap|)in9 
★iFree Parking at rear
★ Bridal Registry
★ Gilt Certificates
MOfi. SAT, 0:30.......... i ■ TTcj'Jitmti , ,,I FREE HALLOWEEN ORAWII
! ‘ to bo rpado Oclohdr 31 /83.
Iihif'c'qupop'ift puf,firn'w:’tKV'' tp.he'iyiftji;
■WciV-' '■ '' ■■■■■-■'
wrmassmi
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The November elections promise some in­
teresting changes in Sidney and North Saanich. 
Central Saanich, though, is unlikely to provide any 
surprises. The three incumbents— Ron Cullis, 
Ruth Arnaud and Dick Sharpe — are all seeking 
office again and will likely be re-elected, perhaps 
even by acclamation. Few new candidates surface 
at election time in this municipality. Politics in 
iCentral Saanich are on the gentle side and unlike 
neighboring municipalities, there are few fireworks 
in council chambers.
In Sidney, Mayor Norma Sealey has said she’ll 
seek another term in office and her chances of be- 
T ing re-^elected are good. She has little to fear from 
; anydricumbent on council who may challenge her 
— no one can equal her leadership, experience, ex-
In fact, it would be difficult to think of any 
challenger who could beat her at this time, 
although there are rumors that she can expect a 
■ fight.
There may be some challengers for the six alder- ^ 
manic seats and although it seems most incumbents 
. will be wanting to retain their seats, if good can­
didates surface there may be some upsets.
Some changes in the make-up of Sidney council 
might be welcome. In the last two years its been 
riddled with friction and much bad feeling and 
some shuffle may be necessary to bring about a 
more harmonious group of people, willing to work 
] together despiteAtheir. differences. ..
60 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 11,1923, issue of The Review
A very pretty wedding was solemnized at 7.30 p.m. 
yesterday evening, at St. Paul’s Union Church, when 
the Rev. T.G. Griffiths united in matrimony Miss 
Marion Smith Allan, late ot London, England, and Mr. 
Erne.st Hall Munro, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Munro, of Meadlands.
* + *
According to Prof.A.M. Low, British scientist, and 
inventor, jets of water charged with electricity, will be 
employed in the next war to kill men and horses.
A substitute for wool is being manufactured from ’ 
cork in Spain. The cork is first treated with chemicals to ; 
remove any resinous substances and to make it flexible. s 
50 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 11,1933, issue of the Review
For the past three months a cougar has been at large , 
on the Island, taking his toll of Salt Spring sheep. It is j 
estimated that from 50 to 70 sheep have been killed by L 
the animal, but thanks to Duncan Craig, of Parksville, J 
and J.W. Jones, of the Experimental Station, ’ 
Saanichton, with their five panther dogs, the cougar’s 
career came to an end on Friday when he was shot by • 
Mr. Craig on Broadwell’s Mountain, the property of j 
Mr. Gavin Mouat, overlooking Saint Mary’s Lake. )
The party came upon the remains of a sheep and later 
the carcass of a freshly killed deer. Working fairly slow 
but holding closely to his trail the dogs eventually treed 
the animal after running im abut a mile and a half. The 
beast measured seven feet.
■'-'40 YEARS'AGOL •
From the Oct. 13,1943, issue of The Review
Canada’s fifth Victory Loan will be launched next 
Monday, October 18, with an objective of 
$1,200,000,000.
This is the largest loan to be placed before the ; 
Canadian people, but every cent of this colossal sum 
will be needed to keep Canada’s end up in this fight for 
the right to a free life. War is never cheap, but it is a
Curious geese at Elk Lake watch as miniature remote controlled sailboat passes by.
\ This last year too'much time has been spent on
L u;c.^/-vr,'nn riointc c!nnot pnniiph onbickering and scori g p i ts and not e oug  
solid, down to earth debate.
In North Saanich Mayor Jay Rangel says its 
unlikely he will run again this year and seems com­
mitted,, to leaving politics and spending, some time
The Saanich and Gulf Islands Unit’s part in this ;
Dominion quota is $950,000, a sum vyhich has to be; 
raised from the residents of the area. The armed forces ; . 
come under a separate heading and have a quota of their 
( own in this campaign. 1
-30'YEARS ago: ■ 'i.iT::,/:;;
issue of The Revievr
David B. Conover, proprietor of an attractive and » 
popular summer resqrt on Wallace Island, one of the ;
Review a copy of the recent book by Robert Froman,
“One Million Islands for Sale”.
The author has prepared endless statistics and given,
... - f » I u - tT,o. exhausting study to his subject before sitting down to
patients and bless them for their efforts! Bu. is that ^
what th,s government of Socta Credh ,s counl.ng on? continent of North America and ,
Volunteers domg.the iobs we should be getting trained, • • . j . „
paid people to do.> ...o
On Oct. 3 I had occasion to be a patient for a cancer
i . , ^ . I .u I J ij The Canadian Gulf Islands are assigned a special7Maker:no:mistake,vthe'CareT,got',was"as,:'gQod'as(COuld:,;i¥H;:3:'-ja:.;..,iv„3r:;:::v-i;^v,^,M;i. r . . cprtinn in thp vn iitnpt vlt SlIBsestS; severat which are nOWi l)vs ,.-vs,..v-ii?  '.Stv,- ^vv V-vV,tt^ • sectlou In thc volume. It suggcsts several whiehfare:no\yL;®|
operation at Saanich Peninsula Hospital. Because we- be given “under the circumstances”. It is those cir- ---------- -- ----------------------.................. ................ ,
a:re:p)rudent:pepple; :finaricially,' vye were able to secure a 
private room for me— at $33.50 per diem, our expense, 
on top of MSA. Lmention this as no one will think “rich
cumstances 
questioning.
“The price of freedom is eternal vigilance 
therefcire: weTmust all, who care^ be vigilante. Our
mayoralty contend^s — Alan ^nd no fault of the nurses, physicians and sonteone else do if, nothing wilfcha^^^^^^
Harold Parrott, although Parrott s i as some hospitaL sfaff, tTe service I received as a patient was worse.
Sdoubts about running. inadequate, to say the least. The plastic dishes
Big surpriseLis George Westwood, who was a par with the “plastic’’ food! 1 would : P’’ecJous medical care in this province, b^w!
thatT I: am T asking you to join me in on the market and mentions roughly the price tags 
322 i'h; I,:):':: HTwhicdare, attached;to. them.
1 -.u i,v arp twn people” are getting better care than poof people!at home with his family. Todate, there are two freedoms are being eroded away. If we sit back and let
ridt choose to dine at a fast food but let with that type of; 
diet or service, as an example.
There is not enough staff to do the job! Cut backs 
have made under-staffing so serious it is just not
care
pected to resign his aldermanic seat and go for the 
top job again.
Although Jim Cumming is 75 and says he’s too 
old, most people will be surprised the outspoken 
alderman is retiring. Cumming has been in
municipal polities since the middle 1960s and his .u . <-.u i • •
..''..A' Wo miecoH Thc mcdical catc plun that my father, a physician,
expciien c c ^ cooniou will he Ivwine others like him, were working toward achieving,
: ^ V ' V c b hV /r.toa has been already seriously eroded. As an R.N.,1 know
referendums on disarmament but Sidney as what kind of care should be given to a patient in
not to hold a plebiscite oh the one-way couplet. care. I used to be able to give that kind of cartf
This decision was made on a 4-3: vote and is:not ][bb,vv, 1 feel sorryTf^
likely to change, possibly give the care they doubtless 'ivould like to give,
Meanwhile, Finance Minister Hugh Curtis there just arc not cnouglvqf them to go around,
withbclcl IuikIs for Sidncy’Cffaffic plan wnlil a Financial cut backs rncans services to patients has 
plcbiscitb is held. No one is quite sure where that bccivcuf back; One person cannot dotlie work of three 
leaves council. If there’sf-no vote; Lpfcsvimcably^^^^^^^
Helen Anderson 
2481 St. Michael Rd., 
Saanichton
sueeess
The members of Central Saaniclf Lions Club would
there’y no provincial funds. And no traffic^plan? 
However, liighway.s is .supposed to be busily put-
Although, 1 am at home nqvy, anti still shaky from the year,
the experience, I fclt it my duty to let your readers knovv ^ :
one, that yrtll plcatie just 0oiu evLtyft dy a ^
solve a Jbl oli otberiproblcnts as tycll. Outside voluiitcers helped the: They help rnany : t
Saanich Days,
The weekend was an unqualified success in view of 
the difficult economic times we find ourselves in. 
Several thousand people crowded Gemennial Park over 
the three days enjoying the festivities and the perfect 
weather, . ■
Special thanks to Peggie Rowand for tier continued , 
interest and support of our various activities throughout
:;2d:YEA.RSAGO
From Ihe Oct. 16,1963, issue of The Review
Joe Smith, proprietor of Sidney Hardware, is the new 
president of Sidney and North Saanich Chamber of 
Conimerce. Mr.( Smith was elected by acclarnation : 
Tuesday evening at the annual meeting in the Sidney 
: Hotel .L /('■; ^
Saanich Peninsula needs improved hospital facilities. 
Rest Haven hospital is running to capacity and 
prospective patients cannot be assured of a bed, Sidney 
and North Saanich Chamber of Commerce was told 
Tuesday evening. Reporting for the hospital committee 
at the chamber’s annual meeting, Mrs. E.W. Hammond 
stated that property adjacent to Rest Haven is not 
adequate for the needs of the community over a 25-year 
period and that the ideal location for a new hospital 
would be at MountNewton.
TO YEARS ago:/
From the Oct lO, 1973, issue of The Revievy
Central Saanich is going to have the best police force 
in British Columbia — and the force is going lo be run
/:;//(; :;Rob:lluriieHr, 
Secrelary, 
Central Saunlch Lions Club
The pforhise to make the force the best in llic 
province came Friday. jusi minutes after Mayor Archie f 
Galbraith announced the appointment of Robert, 1. , 
Miles, 40, as new chief of Ceiural Saanich police force.: :
“'fiicre is no doubt in my mind that we arc going to 
havc ihe best police forcc in British Columbia righi Iteic:
Continued on Fagc AS meeting called to announce his appointment.
don't- fight. Thai meeting may \yell have been : : grasped that concept. 'That's:why he didn'i agree willf
slrumcmul in averting a general strike in British public like the NDP needs supimrt from the Communist the person who egged him on to declare all-out war on
Columbia, a strike nobody wants and nobody needs. Party. And what followed was actually quite hilarious. the unions. 'Tltat’'i why he defended trade unions, saying
At the legislature
: braheh as a result of;sbmething that happened at the
/,Kamc,conv(i!niion,::(::'.,;/i:.::i:‘':::L::v',:Lv:::'':;::,v'(.
: M a!s guest/speaker, the premier did a good job of
In his answer, the premier rcyealcd( himself as a that they had an iinpoi tarn pari Iq play
Cohimbta’s social fabric,gallant defender of trade unions; He had no intentions
of destroying the trade union movemeht by introducing And, that’y/ why, , L bolicvc, he: held out his olive 
right-to-work legislation, he said. hrancli. n
Instead, hewnnled to work with the unions to bring Mis invitation to Kube was not rehearsed/ It .wasn’t 
attending the gathering/ Fie spoke rather eloquently and British Columbia along on the sroad to economic part of his speech, !i came during the question and 
convincingly of the need for restraint.He pointed out // recovery, he said. answer period. And it came after he was asked when he
that public spending tnust be curbed to make British As 1 said, Behncil was:just as embarrassed by tlte tough with tlic opposlibn and the unibits. ,/
Columbia’s/tax base aitraclive for Investors, Wiihouf question as the NDP is when tlte Cotnmimisi Party , fhe softening of attitudes on both sidcs,Which began
restraint, he pointed out', the province’s investment publicly throws its support bchimi it dtiring an election Td shovv at ihsii convention, is a strong indication that (in
climate would be desitoycd. campaign, confrontation ntay be avoided/ / \ ;
It is safe to say that he had tIic:mppori of the premier's reaction /was not: : first time since the budget and the nc-Premier Bennett’s restraint/pr|l'kagCi stands,; a lot , .. ... .. .. , . - .................. . ... .
better ciiance loc|ay of bcing/implernentcd without a ■■ majority bf his audience up to that poim. Things began ' surprising. He may be Icadcr/of a right-wing goVern? companying legislation have been introduced, there's
to get a little sticky for ihe premier vyhen one publisher mcnli lnit hc/knows/that he miisl/bc premin^^
Jbe difference is a stT'icning of attitudes/bn both /rose to ask /a question during the free-for-all that British Columbians, :His govcrnrucnt must serve all posuiqns at the extreme polek of the political speetruin
insists/ihe / /followed his speech; / people/not just those to the right of centre. to ai rive iit some consensus, albeit gnidgingly.sides. The Solidarity coalitloh/no longer i
government withdraw all itf legisliition before siuitvg ^ the publisher w'anted to know, didn’t the ( And although he keeps pointing to the mandate his^^v T^^^ government to give a little hit;
down to talk about restraint, and/ilie govcrnniehf ' / premier implenietu his mandate and ignore all those // government and its resttairtt package were:give too biga
appears to by williiig to arneiid :the fitore coniroyersial/ ' .obstriictioiilsis in the iegislauire and/vithin the rmiks of last election^ he is quite avvuirc of the fact ihar 50 per price to pay if the resuh is reasonable legislation. ;
aspects ol its iegisifiiion ,ccni,ofiii<^,'’'0:fcfs didiiT suppuii him.,;.,.;,.... ...It is also safe to say that Ibw of tlte publishers present ^'99 bnal analysis, jhat s what democracy is aboiii,
supported the kind of action advocated i by the dcntocracy, onedtiociuTi smash on^s opposiiioii
. •- /-J 11 :/. / i. . a' ai : /■ i'u a ./... IrtkosL it ini<*i iiLN'mVhl Hn** nUoiififf* hnltPveil oils'll niO''t (if iIv* putit'c ‘ t.incf (it nilOvitc-coiii^i* One i iictiittc Imlt■ the
Solidarity?
The premief had fb Inform the man that them was 
tire amninl!cotwcr}tion of:ihc B.C. and Yukorv Cbm- : such a thing as democracy in whicVeycrybody niust be 
' muniiy Ncv.;,p.ip,;i .ucsaiion. It was at that con given the oppornmiry --ny bi-i phw , ^
ventiotr tluu Betmeii issued a public invitation to Art Uiiforiunatcly, the questioher dUln’t/lct it go at that, i cotiservaiive peoplbwlio have little use for thc left/ tltcy^/
Kube, president of the B.C. Federation of Labor, to He proceeded to tell the premier that he had a duty to he are certainly not rednecks, They, loo know that their 1 hat doesn’t mean the novernment has to abandon its
meet wait him, (uugli. And he asked when he uas going to biing doua coihiuuniiics are polilicaBy divided, and thaf tlicy iiiusl/; Oycfall rcsir.ain| sjiaicgy. It simpl^^^
Although nothing concrete came ot the meeting, the fight-toAvork legislation. scivc all of iheii fcadeis, is implemented sMtlr the piinciples ot hnmanitarianism
two sides did talk. And when two opponents talk, they The premier was visibly embatrassed by the question, Tlte premier was another one who immediately and democracy In miml.
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Film on H&ida Indians
A movie special — designated a World 
Ninslints — showing at the Heritage cuiural site. The 
Newcombe Auditorium 80-minute film has a new 
Oct. 15 at 8 p.m. and Oct. soundtrack, the program 
16 at 2 p.m. highlights also includes two short, 
Anthony Island, the related films. Admission 
location of the abandoned free with a Friends of the 
Haida Indian Village, Provincial Museum valid 
Ninstints, recently membership card.
A new sailing school opening up this month at Brent­
wood Bay will provide a self-contained classroom at 
Anglers Anchorage marina with a fleet of four cruising 
sailboats for instruction afloat.
Sailing school director George Wade says cruising 
courses will run six weekend — or six Tuesdays or 
Thursdays and an afternoon at the weekend. “We want to 
try and fit the course in with people’s lives,” he explains.
The sailing school will operate as a division of Sailwest 
yacht Charters Inc., based in the Sidney area for four years 
and now located at Brentw'ood Bay. Wade says the 
company’s experience with the charter service led to the 
formation of the sailing school.
“Many people wanted to charter a vessel but didn’t 
know how to handle the boat,” he says. Or they needed to 
polish up on thier expertise. To help out boaters were given 
a three-day intensive course — but it was obvious that 
despite the presence of sailing schools in the area there was 
room for more.
The courses will provide nationally recognized Canadian 
Yachting Association or America Sailing Association 
certificates. Basic coastal cruising and coastal navigation 
will be offered in a series of sessions starting Oct. 18. Wade 
says a feature of the program is the extensive use of video 
tape facilities.
We can’t cover all conditions to be met at sea so we’ve 
built up a library and we’ll be running through these 
manoevres in the classroom, he says, where “we hope we 
can bring them to life.”
The classroom facilities combined with the location at 
Brentwood will allow year-round sailing instruction in 
protected waters — uninterrupted by ferry, harbor or float
'V'plane'traffic.,v':v';"
As sailing school director, Wade has a long list of 
qualifications and experience. He taught Royal Yachting 
Association courses in Poole; Dorkt, England, made 
deliveries to Spam, Portugal and the Caribbean in the 
winter and also Sailed to California and Hawaii:: He 
worked on a 
;delivered yachts to i 
Hawaii to Saipan, near the Phillipihes.
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Sailing director George wade will be instructing, along with Derek Hindley, at new Brentwood school : He is a member of the Multihull Yachting _ Club of
of sailing located at Anglers Anchorage Marina, Marchant Rd. Murray Sharratt Photo N.S.W., taught English in Japan an jome t e oc i
J Yachting Club.
J Wade and owner Derek Hindley will be instructing
^ 1 through the fall and winter months. More instructors may
i ... ___ ______________— ------------- -——— be needed in the spring, Wade says.
• . , ■/ . • ■ Anglers Anchorage Marina is located at 899 Marchant I
1 Continued from Page A4 Rci., Brentwood Bay. An open house for the sailing school
^ 2 will beheld 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Oct. 15. For more information
§ pruiseu l^rudeut to seek and reservations can 656-6348.
This is an appropriate time, being Fire Prevention 
Week, to pay tribute to those responsible for the Sidney
, volunteer fire depanmenfs latest acquisition - a rescue ^ ^ proceedings of North Saanich wnrkshon
^ • r. i f J . u P ol council Oct. 3 states that my motionV to press lor a ^
n Members of the tire department have, for several ^he municipality’s contribution to the The Vancouver Island
y I ^ ; WIRE’S operating expenses Tor 1984 was
^ term as clmirman of the fire wardens commi^ tee^ W iic (jgfg^ted. In fact thb motion was never put on the ^ Society: presents its annual
; overseies the operation of tl^ tire department. I te ^^ e
opportunity to convince^others on town council of this had already been accepted in discussing the GcE 15 at the Empress
cl , neecl. However, the crecht must gc) o th^^ei^^ deficit forecast for the VIRE this year. Hotel, Victoria, Dance
d , werainvolyed. V i ^ of the VIRE as a whole and it waToffered in the context ;be led . by John Drewry,:
: that NOrth Saanich rnay well be faced with the need to from Scotland
d fire preyention officer, and fire chief
)t i decision was mada to purchase,a 1981 5.ton v^^d ^y 20-25 per cent. It seems prudent to be looking for from^tV
ir ; have the town puWicworks^taff convert it to theTire economies now father than at the last moment.
a! department s specifications. The actual work was done
primarily by three members of staff—- Don Holder,
Rooke and Mel Baldwin, all of whom are also 
volunteer, firemen
:c Thanks to the technical expertise of these men, plus
Sidney now
a well-equipped and efficient new uiiit, and at a 
)c savingof 34 per cent below anticipated cost,
ief to this new ychicle,
f. : which incidentally was highly praised by personnel from
the provincial fire cominissioncr’s office, 1 hope this 
to letter will serve as a reminder to all of us of tlie
icl . T dedication of these men and all voKinlcer firefighters
Craft exhibition
The Victoria I land- 
weavers’ and Spinners’ 
T Ciiiikl pfeseni an ahmial 
show and sale 10 a.tvij—5 
p.m. Oct. 21 and 10a.m. -3 
p.m,, Oct. 22 at St. I.uke’s 
















Cluirclfi v 382! Cedar Hill 
Cross Rd.
: ■:Chajwlfif limes f;
'^:VOiJIfEOMMENiTY’''^' 
CMAI'Hf ShUVING . , ' '
Sidney.,




,t IS nd e rt a k 1 ng I e I y:.
::’'-:;:.nnenilxTshipiJiTJ'',
■ ap)Tlit'';ihlf‘ t< iWlif< I' i an'' '
::ivr, i''j'i:''vSHRV!Gt-''S:,Vi'::.v:,
Vou Tried the Good Thms: 
How Try the Great finml
DINE OVERLOOKING 
THE WATER .; .
152-9515
Brentwood Bay
• ■r ’*'***■'• —
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Open house
Evelyn Welhvood 
(left) volunteer from 
PCA on first day on 
the job and Shelley 
Gait from tourist in­
formation on Pat Bay 
Hwy. with couple of 
cyclists charting out 
ride into Victoria. 
When Saanich penin­
sula chamber of com­
merce were without 
funds to staff booth. 
Pen insu la Com muni ty 
Association volunteers 
stepped into breach 
and have promised to 
man facility daily.
Murray Sharratt Pholo
Sidney volunteer fire 
department will hold open- 
house at the firehall 7-10 
p.m. Oct 13 and 14. 
Demonstrations of 
equipment, slides and
displays, etc. Discussions 
on home fire protection.
Support your volunteers. 
Come to the open house 
and have a cup of coffee 
and see the boys in action.
H
LIFETIME GUARAHTEE
ON BRAKE SHOES & PADS
(COMMtRCIAl VEHICLES & LABOUR EXCLUDED)
•WE NOW CARRY 
ABEX BRAKE SHOES 
& PADS








Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven Dr. is 
open 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
weekdays, 7 - 9 p.m.
evenings and 1 - 4 p.m, 
Saturday and Sunday. 
Lunches, tea, coffee, cards, 
library, billiards, wide
variety craft classes, 
recreational activities, 
languages, trips and more. 
If you are 60 or better Silver 
Threads would like to hear 
from you. Call 656-5537.



















HOME OF COMPLETE ENGINE OVERHAULS & VALVE 
GRINDS, BRAKE & EXHAUST REPAIRS.
Fall lineup for programs on Saanich Cablevision, 
chaiine! 10' include a course on; BASIC computer 
slanguage, weekly 's books available at
Sidney-Nprth Saanich library, a; community-type 
jprogram of “shbrts’L an all-candidates meeting and 
the return of the popular-open-line shows hosted by 
Derek Janies.
•The computer program instructed by channel lO’s 
director Mike Stanlake and John Costin consists of 
two sessions, the first commencing 6:30 p.m. Oct. 19.
: Stanlake says people can call in while the show is 
running and ask questions.
^First session is a half-hour lecture, the second an
©CTOBEil 12 ■ 15, ms
a? meat I'O"’ ^• ^ coopeo'ave 'S ^
10% liEliBEil OISCOyi^T 
':EVERT tU
Q your poictvast' M
V» .n lull will be leluna
"^'to you cwomirtiy 
and couiieoosly -
•Librarian Mary Kierans is the host for the library 
program Tuesday evenings. A children’s librarian
CUT FROM CANADA A BEEF
muNDfriiK (BONELESS) ;kg
CUT FROM CANADA A BEEF
SIRL0IMTIFII0AIT ,^2-3kgpkg;.vSAT^
CUT FROM CANADA A BEEF
ITEWINOBEIF
(BOpLESSTAvLTIl).:
Diane Robson will be on hand to help “all those 
community groupswho have something to say but 
whose material doesn’t run to the half-hour slot,’’ 
Stanlake explains. Previously^ such groups had to fill 
the time but itow—with Robson interviewing — the 
program can accommodate anyone who has only 
small items to publicize.
•At 8 p.m Nov. 8 the channel will air an all-
CUT FROM CANADA A BEEF ROUND STEAK 





Kg COUNTRY MORNING •
SLICED SIDE MOOHsooiu.........
COUNTRY MORNING OR OLYMPIC





, 500 gram . L ieach
•Derek James’ open-line talkshow returns this fall 
■ and moves to a Wednesday airing at 8 p.m) It kicks 
off Oct. 12 with John Cooper from Victoria talking
On Oct; 26 James interviews DyIlatek’s G^?ro'
COOP
SLICED CARROTS 1 kg.
coop::;:v-;
GREENBEANS Ikg.. ,..,
Tusing a video display) 
f Len Midhollcnid of North Saanich) authoir of 
Night Drop at Ede \s\\\ be lAklng to James on Nov. 
; 9. Dropped int o I Lolland during World War II as an 
undercover man, Mulholland will discuss his wartime
•Finance Minister and MLA for Saanich and the 
lAixniii, Hugh Curtis h scheduled to appear on tlte 
Nov, 16 show,
Viewers arc invited to phone in with questions)
; jSiaulakc, says selected programs will be repeated, 
Thursday iiiornings .fqr viewers who want tb catch up 
with programs they have missed.
MINUTE MAID RUBY
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Would tmyone like to learn how to handle a 
; tcleVsioir3)aineratSuuilake docsn‘t have enough staff: 
to cover proceedings at North Saanich council 
) (Sidney ii already being tcleyisedL^^n syilUng ib; 
) train any adiili volunteer with an interest in eom- 
T th affairs and who won’t he bored with council 
meetings.
I rainees are also nectled to rttn eameras at .sports 
events. Sidney i)s aii '\nvid spbrLy toWn^
;) says) aiid it vvould Ini a good idea to televise garhes 
) and evciits Uut again — woluiitccts arc heeded) Call 























CHEESE PIZZA ...n... 
INSTANTCOFFEE NtSTlE'S ENCORE227g









rOR SALE PRICE $9,800
1964 ftESUtLT :.v
All the options. Pricn $9,600. To viow phono 








MANDARIN ORANGE SECTIONS 
ORANGE CRYSTALS c„M.» 
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 
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Rotary honors students
Sidney Rotary Club scholarship program chairman 
Jack MacAulay presented cheques and certificates 
Oct. 5 to award winning graduating students.
Sarah Bonner from Stelly’s received the $550 
Oscar Thulin Memorial Scholarship for academic 
achievement and exceptional service to school and 
community.
Rotary special scholarships of $500 each w'ent to 
Susan Neudeckcr of Parkland and Brenda Chan of 
Claremont. These two girls w'ere excellent scholars 
and exemplified the Rotary motto of “Service Above 
Self”.
Rotary academic scholarships of $450 each were 
given to Neil Hitchen of Stelly’s, Siobhan Doyle of 
Parkland, and Brent Weeks of Claremont.
Following the presentation students spoke briefly 
of their plans for the future. Brenda Chan was busy 
with her accountancy course at UBC and was unable 
to attend.
Special guests were parents of the students- 
honored. Also from Parkland, student counsellor 
Mrs. Phyllis Huggett informed the club about 
present activities of last year’s winners from her 
school. Mrs. Virginia Lyne from Claremont also 
thanked the club for its .scholarship program and 
gave details of previous award w inners.
President Paul Hyatt thanked all concerned with 
the program, congratulated students. Sidney Rotary 
Club planned to continue their annual scholarship 
aw'ards, he said.
Strange work of art at /stand View Beach drew some curioas glances OcL 9






Life Insurance, Disability, 
Pension, Group and Dental 
Plans, Annuities, Registered 





Bob Jones & Earnon Coll
GIL NAMUR
BOB .MENZIES is pleased to announce that 
GIL NAMUR has joined his cbmpany;
SEABOARD PROPERTIES LTD. manager, Bob Jones, and 
CANADA LIFE announce the appointment of Earnon Coll 
as manager of SEABOARD’S life insurance department. 
The addition of Earnon to the Seaboard sales team is 
designed to enhance the scope of their services so that 
they may offer you the best in life, health & annuity 
^counselling'.-..
Mr. Coll brings with him a wealth of experience and 
training and is looking forward tO; providing you with a 
comprehensive review of your entire insurance portfolio;
■ Call-Seaboard: Properties^^Htd.^:652-1141*
I’.SIr;
Gil, biihgs'33'years'of^exprienceimmanagemenk and; sales :and 
■wilLbe iiixhdrge of 'ali activities pertamingqoi sales: pLlViercur^ 
Outboards, Boats and Trailers.
: We at Menzies are.confident that you wilftind great.satislaction in: 
:,discussing all younboating need with’Gil;who will put his exper-;: 
.Ttise at your'service.




7173 W. Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay, B.C. ?S52^if4i





OPEN DAILY 11 AM for'
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food
DINL IN OR lAKL OUl
812 Verdier AveA Brentwood Bay
.................
- /Sfft
steak Ui vnowder Hoiisie
■. v; 'Oil Hiudiwoail Hity '>
tffm'.Ui'intic
L'dOittewr salad Aar'','..
. BrBaMwt,Tutich & Dinner Oaily;4T
Simday Brunch ll!30-!l:30 ; 
7172 Breniwdod Drivo 
Photic 652-2413 dr 652.9515
'■r >
'';T:TT Ciiltiliw : ,T'..v:; .-f',:'
OPEN FROM 5 P.M,
7 DAYS A WEEK
Wo’J fT).'inii:h I'id liy'
Iloy.it Oak Olioppiiu) Conti(■
479-2123J
1 ' IN iHi; Jf lnAmoBec
FAMILY DINING
First Class Meals- Fast Service





(It Old Td.'ihioprnt I'lK.di,
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7 a.in, to 7 p,m.
ti(Tn:slD;:::tL::.::::, 652-1192,,
SpcciiilUing In 
Chiiioso & Ciina'dian Pond
OWN Mon, . IhtiH, 4 3(|. II 00 
:;:rnif»sAt; 4:30-i;30)i,m.'vv t s«n:,fiiie;30(i:i(i;,
2493 Boabon
STEAK, PIZZA a SPACHETTI HOUSE 
EvcnlnK Dining in . ;
Fine Mediterranean Tradition
, 'AUiR/lhiirr. It (I m ViT?
AUM, » HOUDAYS 4 n.m.'IO n.m; - 
' 'OerNfORUINCH
TAKE OUTS 6!)6-059G * 7;
5th Ik Beacon SIDNEY
'KEDDI-eHEF
' : VMICKtN ttllis. llUltfitflS 
; ‘ 5«n icr CftCAM '
WEDNESDAY SPECIM ruti Jn.no' 
13 HM, CWcAfit, lirm II»
'.".'•■■mfil.,ColnUw.v:







' .vvrv Wif' A 00 AV;7 3V,('M^ 
V Civvtt) WfVUAVS A VtioijAvy,
tAKl.tOI,!! ’r’ilVVlV)
D56J621





T v/ Van Isle Marina 
23?0 Harbour lid,
Mon, to Sat. 8 (ini to 4 pm 
Sunday S ain to 4 pm
na
for FAMILY DINING 
atFAMILyfItIGESi
Mon, to Fri. 0 am • 0 pm 
(Sal, 9 am-io pm Sun, 9atn*9 pm 1




FISH lit CHIPS WITH A DIFFERENCE
2470Ubawn Ave,i Sidnov k r 
6564944 lirrmfutrl
Mon,4j\bfs,8amv7ptn 
Fri.-Sat: tt am-fl pm
k,' ■Y.i.'tk; When it conies to dining bu| our readers do ntwe 
than afiyofie!, Let us help you plan an appropriate 
advertising menu, call today for assistance.
nr r
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Air Christmas Seal campaign 
target is $109,000 in Greater Victoria
Parkinson meet
Starting motor malfunction
For possible low battery, corroded terminals or cables, 
defective ignition or starter switches;
-make sure no gas fumes are present before working on 
any electrical parts or causing any sparks. Your nose is the 
best indicator of fumes. If necessary, get down on your 
hands and knees at the lowest point in the bilge to smell for 
fumes,
-check the battery using a voltmeter or hydro-meter, 
-check the battery terminals themselves. Clean the posts 
and cable ends and tighten them if they are loose to ensure 
good contact,
-check the cables for corrosion or breaks,
-if your instrument panel works when the ignition key is 
on, the switch itself is probably in working order,
-if the panel is not working, check switch terminals for 
tightness and good connections,
-next, check the connections to the switch, the solenoid 
and the starter.
Note: Use extreme caution if it is necessary for you to 
carry out the following test. Personal injury or a damaged 
battery may result.
-if the connections are good, u.se a screwdriver with an 
insulated handle to connect the large and small terminals 
on top of the solenoid. You can start up the engine using 
the screwdriver if the motor turns now, but the switch will 
have to be replaced later.
Starting motor operating but not engaging:
-loosen the starting motor from the engine by removing 
the bolts and check the small pinion gear,
-if it is stuck, free it and give it a few drops of oil.
Starting motor operates but engine does not:
-using your nose, make sure your vessel is free of 
flammable vapours before proceeding with any electrical 
repairs,
-check the wires from the junction box to the ignition 
switch, the coil and the distributor for dirt, damage, 
corrosion or loose connections,
-next, look for damaged wires to spark plugs and from 
the coil to the distributor cap,
admissions
linked
-now, check the points to ensure they are opening and
By Carolyn Hoskins
Tho.se “hazy, lazy, crazy 
days of summer” may be 
causing some of us to spend 
more time in hospital. 
Researchers at the 
University of British 
Columbia have shown that 
as certain air pollutant 
levels increase during the 
summer months hospital 
admissions for various 
respiratory diseases also 
increase.
The respiratory ad­
missions seem to be 
significantly related to both 
ozone and sulfur dioxide 
levels.
According to Dr. David 
Bates, of the Department of 
Health Care and 
Epidemiology in Van­
couver, “Ozone is one of 
the most irritant gases of 
which we have knowledge. 
It causes adverse effects on 
pulmonary (lung) function 
at a concentration of 0.3 
parts per million in normal 
subjects.” Dr. Bates feels 
that the effects associated 
with ozone are: also linked 
to sulfur dioxide levels. The 
sensitivity of asthmatic 
F>atients to sulfur dioxide is 
wellknown.
The annual Christmas 
Seal campaign starts Oct. 
17 with a B.C. target of 
$825,000. It is hoped to 
raise $109,000 in the 
Greater Victoria area. Last 
year residents raised 
$105,782 towards the 
campaign.
The B.C. Lung
Association adopted the 
Christmas Seal campaign in 
1922 to raise funds to 
combat tuberculosis. Now
that disease is under control 
the association has ex­
panded its efforts to include 
all diseases of the lung —
cancer, emphysema, asth­
ma and occupational lung 
diseases.
The campaign is the 
major source of revenue 
and provides funding for 
medical research projects, 
public and professional 
education, school education 
programs on smoking and 
patient rehabilitation.
A public meeting 
sponsored by B.C. 
Parkinson’s Disease
Association will be held 7 
p.m. Oct. 18 at Silver
Threads, 4 Centennial Sq.
THE NEW FA!ViiLY 
RESTAURANT
NEW HOURS-11:30 AM - MIDNIGHT 
BOOKINGS FOR BREAKFAST MEETINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM 8:00 AM - 11:00 AM 
WEEKDAYS — 656-1224
Co-operation promised at Keating
EVERY NONDAY NIGHT IS ITALIAN!
All the Spaghetti and »
Martf Qaiiro Ynii Tan Fat ......................... » OUF UuUILu
Central Saanich Council 
has received letters from 
both the Keating Industrial 
Association and the 
secretary of the Keating 
Home and School
Association requesting they 
work closely together to 
determine new traffic 
routes in the area.
Council received the 
letters Monday night and
stressed full co-operation 
between all parties con­
cerned will be encouraged, 
and that community 
perspectives will be 
welcomed .
Meat Sauce You Can Eat
Two Large Slices of 
"House Special" Pizza
Large Fresh Nutritious Italian 





To conduct their study,
maxiihum. It should measure 0.5 mms. Iri emergencies, a the researchers analyzed 
matchbook cover may be used to measure the point gap, data from the 275 mile 
-being careful to avoid shocks, remove a spark plug and stretch from Windsor fo 
while cranking the engine with the Peterborough, in southern 
ignition switch on, Ontario. They compiled
-if a spark appears, the trouble may be with the fuel published hourly data on 
system, air pollution — par-
-if no spark appears, remove the secondary wire from ticulates, sulfur dioxide,
■ the distributor cap to the coil and repeat the spark plug nitrogen dioxide and ozone 
test, — from 15 air sampling
-if a spark occurs this time, the problem is between the stations. Variations in dally 
centre terminal of the distributor cap and the plugs, in- temperature were also 
, /xludingithe cap itself, the rotor contact and the plugs and included., . .
Avifes, These figures were
-if no spark occurred during these tests, the problem is in compared with the hospital 
the primary circuit, ■ admission statistics for the
-if the engine is overheated, it may notstart until left to 79 acute ca^ 
cool. ^ ^ region. The months of '
Starting motor works, spark is good, but engine not January, February^ 
starting and August in 1974, 76, 77
Are you out of fuel? Always check your fuel supply ^nd 78, were examined for 
before setting out and allow two thirds of your supply for possible relationships^ The 
the return trip. respiratory afflictions
Before checking any parts where fuel may be spilled, j^cluded were acute
turn off electrical equipment, be ready to catch any spilled j. q nc h i t i s; viral
fuel in a container and have someone ready to use a fire pneumonia, emphysema, 
extinguisher just in case: asthma, and chronic
-next, see if the fuel is reaching the fuel pump by bronchitis.
; checking to see that tlie fuel filter or sediment bowl is 
filled. If it isnT, 
the line itself may be clogged,
-look for dents in the line or air leaks in the pump 
gaskets or line connections, ^
-make sure gas tank ventisppen.
To make sure tlie fuel Is reaching the carburetor:
-remove the sediment bowl from the fuel pump and 
■ check to see the pump’s screen is clean,
For the months of July 
and August, strong 
associations were found 
between a high rate of 
admission of respiratory 
patients and high sulfur 
dioxide, ozone and tem­
perature levels. For January 
and February, only tem­
perature was si gni ficant
burctor and make sure the fuel flows \vhen the engine is 
cranked. Be sure to cleanup all spilled fuelf - i
disconnect the outlet line from the pump to the car- fbc f'^’Yipemturc,
n /i niritm ciirr«' t (> fii('»t I'lfv Q wli ti i iiiii i tlic highcr tlic numDcr ot
admissions.
On days when air
t-remove a spark plug and sec if it is wet, pollution was particularly
? -ifuhere is Inb fuel 'on the plug, The idling jet rnay be heavy, reSpiTatory! ad- 
clbgged, missions increased about 70
' pcr;UerU¥abbvcUi6rmalTq^^-never touch Ihe main jet. It never goes into operation at e  c nt o 
x'nginc cranking speeds, that day.
***** ****** ****** *****" "**** **■"**.*<**« mmm tmam mmut'mmmi 9
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Dtomwit AND WAX eXTtmOR
AU YINVI, CAHmii 
3 * uraoLsrERv
Home of SUPER savings! 
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Prices EffectiYe 
Wed. Oct. 12 to 
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At the risk of alienating some of my left-leaning 
friends, 1 would like to say that in the long run, the 
elimination of rent controls will probably prove to be 
beneficial for renters.
But at the same time, I’d like to put my friendship 
to quite a number of right-wingers on the line by
Unfortunately, the Socreds made the same mistake 
the NDP made. It forged ahead without considering 




I’ve never been a friend of rent controls. When the 
NDP introduced rent controls, it responded to a 
short-term problem. There was a severe shortage of 
rental accommodation at the time which resulted in 
sharp rent increases, particularly in the large urban 
centres.
The shortage had been triggered by a number of 
factors, including the removal of federal and 
provincial incentives. Ottawa had, for instance, 
reduced capital depreciation privileges to a point 







Instead of attacking the problem, the NDP went to 
work on the symptoms: It froze rents; V
Had the NDP followed up on rent controls with a 
massive rental construction program by making 
cheap land available to developers, some good might 
have come of it all, but instead, rent controls began 
compounding the problem.
If it was unprofitable befdte to build rental units,
: it became all but impossible novv. Nobody wanted to 
take a chance on building rental units with rent 
controls not only negating any profits, but possibly 
resulting in huge losses.
Matters were further complicated when the owners 
of old apartment buildings found it more profitable 
to tear them down'and replace them with expensive 
condominiums, than continue to be restrained by 
rent controls.
Small wonder then that at its worst, the vacancy 
rates in the urban centres were zero. You couldn’t get 
a reasonably-priced apartment for love or money. 
The only units available were the high-priced ones
emerge.
Already there are cases on record in which lan­
dlords increased rents by 20 and 30 percent. I’m sure 
in some of these cases, the increases w'cre justified 
from the landlord’s point of view. This w ill probably 
be the first time in years that they don’t lose money.
But what about the renters? And I’m not talking 
about people who can afford an increase of $50 or 
SlOO a month. I’m talking about a lot of older people 
on fixed incomes who can’t afford such increases.
They have been hit twice. Not only will their rents 
go up, but they will also no longer get the renters’ 
grant. "
It is here that the government didn’t think through 
its move. Abolition of rent controls may be a fair 
enough, even good move, but not without making 
sure that those who need protection will be protected.
It’s not too late yet. There is no reason why the 
government couldn’t take steps to help people on 
fixed incomes deal with sharp rent increases by way 
of a subsidy. And it needn’t be a blanket program 
that the wealthy can also take advantage of.
The government has means tests for all sorts of 
things. Proof by way of income tax return might be 
enough to establish need for a rental subsidy;
Such a program wouldn’t cost near as much as the 
global renters’ grant did, and the government w'ould
Nor would such rental subsidies have to be paid 
forever. I’m sure that with the removal of rent 
controls and the beginning of economic recovery, 
enough rental accommodation will be built in the 
coming lyears to keep rents in check. Supply and 
demand will keep things in balance.; ;
; By the premier’s own admission, the abolitibn of? 
rent controls was not planned in great detail. Rent
By Lydia Pawlcnko
A traveller on a flight from Vancouver to Toronto and 
back receives radiation equal to that of a chest X-ray, 
according to a study on natural radiation sources con­
ducted by the department of energy, mines and resources 
(EMR). The study is one of several commissioned by the 
department of health and welfare’s radiation protection 
bureau to investigate radiation sources and the Canadian 
public’s exposure to radiation.
Pilots and crew's of airliners receive significantly more 
radiation than the average person because they spend more 
time at high altitudes, where there are greater levels of 
cosmic radiation from charged particles travelling through 
the atmosphere to the ground. The cosmic radiation level, 
at the altitude at w'hich commercial jet aircraft normally 
cruise, is about 30 limes highcr than that at ground level.
The intensity of cosmic rays doubles about every 2,000 
metres above the ground. So people living at high altitudes 
receive more cosmic radiation. For example, people living 
in Banff, Alberta, receive about 50 per cent more cosmic 
radiation that people living at sea level.
Researchers working for the EMR’s Geological Survey 
of Canada (GSC) in Oitaw'a have found that radiation 
dosage depends on geographic location and rainfall.
The highest natural levels of radiation are in the Nor­
thwest Territories and Northern Manitoba,where there are 
large areas of highly radioactive granite rock.
Fallout from atmospheric testing of atomic bombs varies 
from place to place depending on the annual rainfall, 
wliich brings it down. Of the areas surveyed. Nova Scotia 
has the highest rainfall and the highest fallout. ,
Dr. Bob Grasty, a GSC geophysicsl, says radiation from 
fallout has decayed to relatively low levels since its peak in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s.
Whenever it snows or rains, dust particles with their 
attached radioactive atoms fall to the ground and 
i significantly increase radiation for a short time, according 
; to Dr. Grasty. One spectometer record made inside a house
i showed that as it started to snow, radioactivity increased 
1 and reached twice the original level. It returned to its
ii original level within a few hours after the snow melted.
The average Canadian is exposed to about 16 micro- 
I Roentgens of radiation per'hour. Two-thirds of it comes 
I from natural sources, according to Dr. Grasty; 26 per cent 
I from space, 24 per cent from naturally radioactive 
I elements on earth and 17 per cent from the internal 
I radioactivity of the body.
The natural radioactive elements, mainly potassium, 
I ’ uranium and thorium, can be found in the ground, in 
I building materials and in the air. They emit either alpha- or 
I betaparticles, and gamma rays, which have: different ef- 
|?‘fects, said..'Dr; Grasty." ^
Thirty-one per cent of radiation comes from medical 
I sources like X-rays, according to DC Grasty. Two per cent





In a Package Over 








i controls ?were ;scrapped, along with h whole number 
‘desirable but not vital” programs, when?
:f©r:
"dUbther-: , ..... ^
the budget pointed to an anticipated deficit of $1.6 
billion. It was done hastily and without much
testing and nuclear power generation, and from minor
i;| The department of health and welfare has set limits for 
■ radiation doses workers and the public can receive from
Weil, a good government is able-to take a second 
look. This situation™ I believe, calls for a second
Tobk;;
There are quite a number of people on fixed in­
comes who would appreciate a government? that is 
willing to take their plight into consideration.
And who knows, that famous second look may 
even translate into votes next time around. Not that 
Premier Bennett is looking for votes but 1 thought I’d 
;'mention'it ;?hevertheless. ‘'''??;?■'■






Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyiing 
I Perms (Body Waves).
Tues.-Sat. 8:30“5:30
fViARINA COURT
The earth has been losing , 
its equatorial “spare lire” 
and is now sporting 
trirnnicr figure, ^Bul ? this, 
sliinmer earth has: short 
days, says a researcher from 
the University of Tot onto,
Actually, the planet has 
bceii slimming dqvvn ever 
■ since the last icc age ended. 
Fifty tltbusand years 'ago, 
when the ice age was at its 
: peakrt t lie' carth bulged oin:; 
at the equator. The 
enorrnous mass oF ice; tltai, 
pressed down on Antarctica 
and the northern cbntiticnts ^ 
caused the land under dhei? 
ice to sink and the cquiUpr 
to > expand. (The icc that 
covered North America 
alone had a mass of 20 
bilUon-blilion kilograms).
speed ? up; iii a similar rotation to speed up and
manner, " tlic' carth’s faster ' rotalioii micahs a






Bin ever; since the ice 
mcUedrt the northern 
continents have been rising 
and dr# equatorial bulge has 
been shrinking.
geophysicist aF'?thei'; 
University of Toronto, br. 
Richard Peltier, thcorim 
that the shrinkage ol ihe 
earth's waistline is cansiTtg 
earth's days to become 
,:'rtihdfi:cr.
■':'':?:';':Dr,7: Pcliicr''’.'uscsthe,.
analogy of a spinning figure 
skater to explain why this is 
? happening, A spinning 

















October 25111 tliiring the allornoon at the Legion Hall, Sidney.
Bu(;lnoss presenlatlonjiby Fedoal Business Development Bank 
October 25th, 7:00 p.m. at Legion Hall, Sidney,
bb0r 2Bilt, 7:00 pjnt at Wosicoast Savings, Sidney
IS. Oc*
DIVING CLASSES START MONTHLY. Try our ’’FREE" 
SCUBA NIGHT and Discover what It* «H about,
TWE "WETTEsr’ SMOR ow mmmuiA
,Sidney:
Charlie White’s''Salmon Spectacular' 
illms 6:30 p.m, & 8:30 p.m Hall, Sldiiov, Admis*
' sibn $5,00 adults -:S3.00 chi!b
ImYDouBucmBineo.] 
win INSTANT cm 
OmltmTHt STONE
4
Courttsy of your focal BusMcsscs




Sidney Safeway Slore 
We Reserve the right 
lb, Umlt:,Quantities'.*..
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Golden Age League’s Gwen 
Mason, the first lady 
bowler this season to bowl 
over 300 (306). Also
congratulations to Les Cox 
of Thursday Commercial 
League, who bowled 228 
POA to win Mr. Mikes 
steak dinner.
Top bowlers this past 
week (Oct. 2-8) were:
In the Golden Age 
League; Gwen Mason 666 
(306), Pat Niven 636 (249).
Monday Fun League: R. 
Tripp 679 (300).
Ladies; M. Rossiter 648 
(295), J. Scott 604 (239).
Commercial; Doug 
Ellison 738 (331), Martin
Hey wood 729 (274), Les 
Cox 657 (301, Ron Doran 
688(242).
Legion: K. Oliphant 644 
(239).
YBC (Saturday) Pee-wee: 
C. Parker 213 (107).
Bantam: E. Nunn 443 
(163). Junior: M. Farmer 
704(278).
YBC (Sunday) Bantam: 
B. Courser 396 (171).
Junior: E. Luscombe 508 
(226).
The Peninsula TWU 
Tigers, division 7 girls 
soccer, did well at the 
annual Prospect Lake 
invitational soccer tour­
nament held Oct. 8 and 9, 
splitting a pair of games 
and finishing second.
The Tigers exhibited 
outstanding play in their 
opening game as they edged 
Oak Bay Whitecaps by a 
score of 2-1, both goals 
coming off the foot of 
Shannon McMillian and
assisted by Jenny Milligan 
and Lisa Gerrett. 
Aggressive goaltending by 
Karrie Glaspey limited Oak 
Bay’s outpout to just one 
goal.
The following day the 
Tigers lost 3-1 to the 
Prospect Lake Angels
despite a superb defensive 
display by Christina 
Colban, Lorien Henson, 
Heidi Redding and Tara 
Smith. McMillian notched; 
her third goal of the; 
tournament, set up by 
Melainie Iseke, to get the 
Tigers lone goal. ;
NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?
To replace a faulty switch, add another wall plug, con­
nect an appliance or add another light in one of the 
rooms or basement.
Got a news tip?
Call tlie ISl
Qualified Journeyman Electrician. Licensed and living 
in your area can provide an efficient service.
No Job Too Small
Free Estimates on Electric Heating, a re-wire or new construction.
Jim LeMarquand 652-4501
Hot dogging during Greater Victoria Police Grand Prix qualifying races Oct.
Murray Sharratt
Sicily’s scoring sensation, Herman Henry, w^ent on a 
reckless rampage last week scoring all but one of his team’s 
goals in a 1-1 victory over visiting Vic High in Greater
■Ti A”! Vii i’A l-x ' Ai /-\1 c'A.V» A A t-1 ^ ■
y s.
victory over Esquimalt giving him eight goals in a week and 
11 for the .season, tops in the league. He was runner-up in 
last year’s scoring race.
to give Stclly’s tlie victory over Esquimalt. Ross Ferguson 
found the net earlier in the contest for Stelly’s other 
marker. ^
In other soccer action Oct. 6, Claremont bounced'back 
from a 7-0 loss lire week before to unbeaten Spectrum and 
ilcfeatcd Belmont .3-1. Claremont, who moved back into 
third spot, got goals from Tim Webber, Scott Wallace and- 
Danny Pawhic.
Parkland, si ill looking for its first victory of the season, 
wait until this week to see if it can snap a three- 
game losing .streak. Both of the Panthers scheduled games 
against Clareinbnt^a Douglas were cancelled.
Yoii Tned tte 6d(^ Ira 
Now Try the Great p
DINE OVERLOOKING 




Listings in tins direcloiy are piovidea tree ol charge to Saanich Peninsul:i Churches ,is a public service ol the Sidney 
Revievi CMtlSl
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church — Masonic Hall. Saanichion
ANGLICAN
•SI. Andrew’s — Rev David Fuller ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9682 -3rd SI., Sidney .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-SI. David By-the-Sea — Rev A.E. Gales . .
5182 Cordova Bay Rd.......  ....
-SI. Mary's — 1934 Culira Ave.. Saanichton
• SI. Michael & All AngeLs — Rector. Archdeacon W.J, Hill 
4733 West Saanich Road. Royal Oak.
•St. Stephen's — Rev. Ivan Fuller....... . .............
St. Stephen's Rd. ....... . .
• Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A. Peirie. 792 Sea Drive Breniwood Bay .. . 












•Bethoi Fellowship — Pastor N .B. Haitison...............
2269 Mills Rd:. Sidney : ... ..........
• Friendship Baptist Church — Pastor Ernie Kratolil, Steliy's Cross Rd ...;.





'Elk Lake Baptist Church—Rev. L.M, Funk: 5363 Pat Bay Hway, . , ^ 658-8111, 477-6957
•Royal Oak Baptist Church— 898 Royal Oak Ave . Corner pi Royal Oak Ave. & Royal Oak Drive.
- Rev,'Reed Elley - ^ - . . 658-5121
CATHOLIC ^^ ^ ^ ^
•Our Lady of the Assumption — ,77?6 West Saanich Rd
•St. Elizabeth’s Church — 10030 Third St . Sidney ,.. ., . - - ^656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare ChuichPasior Dean Wilson 
9925 ■ 5thSt.: Sidney
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis J , Paap, 2295 Weiler Ave,.
NAZARENE
• 1st Church of The Nazarene — Bev. Riley Coulter, 4277 Quadra Sueei. Victoria,
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldlield Road Gospel Chapel — Rev Joel D. Nelilelon, 5506 Oldlield Road (P.A O.C l 
•Sidney Pentecostal — Rev. Vern Tisdalie. 10364 Medonatd Park Rd. (P.A.O.C.)
PRESBYTERIAN
•St. Andrews — Rev, B.J. Moiloy, Masonic Hall, 4lh Ave. & Mt: Baker
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd, , . ........ . .,
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way, Sidney . . ; ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
• CordovaBayUniled —Minister Will Waddell 
5166 Cordova Bay Rd...
•St. John’s— Rev, Hori Pratt .... . . . . . .
' 10990 West Saanich Rd.. , : ... , ■
■ •SL Paul's',
2410Malaview—Rev. Hori Pratt . . ... :
• Shady Creek — 7180 East Saanich Rd Rev,Stephen SwitI,
•Brentwood.. . . . . . . . . . .






















"JESUS CHRIST IS LORD" : Jf
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th 
Trinity 20
10'30 am ; Holy communion 
Rector:
Rev. Alistair P. Petrie 




l| 9;30a.m'. ■.. .SundaySchool 
& Bible Class 
ffl 11:00a.m. . .FamilyWorship: 




Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
The.Rev. William F. George
St. Savior’s
Corner of









4th Ave. & Mt. Baker




: Stelly’s Secondary School ■ 
1627 Steliy’s XRd. 
10a.m. .. . SundaySchpol. 














Wednesday L ^ 
.ipam,,:',,::;;. Holy Eucharist




8 am .... : Holy Eucharist 
9;15am... ..TFamily Service
Coffee Fellowship.Time!
11 am:i.., ,ChoralEuchari,st 
f .(Nursery);
The Rev. DAVID FULLER 
656-5322 ALL WELCOME
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R. HORI PRATT 
Ott. 656-3213 Res. 656 1930
10990 West Saanich Rd.
2410 Malaview
One service only for St, John' S: 
and St, Paul'sat 11 p.m, from 
July 3 to Sept: 4 inclusive at 
SI. Paul's 24 fO Malaview.
The Church By The Lake
ELK LAKE
BAPTIST
5363 Pal Bay Hwy.
SUNDAY
f ; I0;30:am;;;:
: Morning Service ' 
;& Sunday School;








MASONIC HALLj i' 
Saanichton
SUNDAY









" CENTRAL SAANICH ^ 
Rev, Stephen Swllt 
Olf,652-2713 Rcs.652-9635
::;::SHAPY,;CREEKi:::j
7180 East Saanich Rd,
;g,:4h anV',Fahiily Shivice; 
and Sunday Scl'ioul;
BVIENTWOOD
7162 West Saaplcli Rd.
:i ,l .l5jin);J; . J'arnily S(u:vii:p 




■ 7726 W. Saanich Road









" 10030 Third SI.,; Sidney '




9;30<iiii', "i, ff: ■ v'^ff fRIltlivtUCHAtlM'






■'V,. '■J,':: 'WERNESDAY ff; f
''lytiiijiit, v 'f'iEih'Niusi
.:,;:';,;wi:iNvti,E'V(iuT0:







9925 Filih Street 
Sidney, B.C.Vai. 2X6
■10:30 "; i::; Morr!ln?)Wor;Ship 
, , .an(lChildreh:’s:churclj, 
6 00 pm, Evening Wni ship
Tuesday
7,30 pm Bible Sludy









: ..'iOjhm, ;;,;'raPiily,Hibiefiass: 








;AUmi,I iiipiii JUnty 
■ j''10364,'Mc0c)nal(t ParkfBd/:'
jplI Pal Bay Higinvavk 
Ulllco 656-3712 
PASTOR VERN TISOALLE
, f Angllcan’Church .', 






8; 153m : ; HolyCnmmunie,n
10:00am .ChoralCommunio!)'
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7008 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Day ; ;
U);0()!5,rh,;:,, :,:Sunday.School 
1l:,00a,m,:::,. :::FamilyW0(ship 
7:00p:m : Evening Fellowship
"" ';';’'’Wedn«day;'":'‘'"'"\'
7:30,o:,m,;,: :’; : '’BihloSludy
; PaslofV. Nordshom
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EVENINO FELLOWSHIP 
6:30 p,m, and youth program 
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More than 300 II and I2-year-old BMX en­
thusiasts competed in Greater Victoria Police 
Grand Prix qualifying races Oct. 8 at Centennial 
Park in Central Saanich. A Ku wahara BMX track 
bike was given away along with hats and other bike 
accessories. Semifinalists competed in police finals 
held at Col wood BMX track Oct. 9 in conjunction 
with provincial championships. Following police 
event at Centennial Park there was double point 
racing marking the second last one of season. 
Bikers came from all over Island and mainland to | 
compete. Races are conducted around dirt figure 





INIENDEI) 10 HELP MARSHALL IHE INDIVIDUALS LATENl CREATIVE ENERGY IN COMBATING 
AND ULTIMATELY HEALING THE VARIOUS OIS-EASE STATES OE BODY AMD MIND. IN HOME 
SESSIONS, DAYS OR EVENINGS, SLIDING SCALE FOR APPOINTMENT PLEASE TELEPHONE 
DAEL AT 656-35D8
KELLY LEECH











Vo 1 u n t e e r s fro m t he 
extended care unit at 
Saanch Penin,sula Hospital 
are, sponsoring a dinner- 
dancev starting 7 p.m^.
; p:m. Oct. 22 at Saanichton 
Fairground hall. Also 
featured — entertainment 
including Hawaiian, 
Scottish and belly dancing. 
'Proceeds will to to the;r - 
'hospital’s ECU. More', j 
information call 656-6147. f
A siiTiple, irttelligenf aOdgnexpeiiSiVe way
heat and money
' / f 1 J i'*
Do you have a special acquainted with exciting 
talent to share witl'i seven 10 now adventures. Ago and 
I" t :20*ycai-olds; If sbvyou are c^peric ---
' needed af Central ,Saanich:^ : c has something to
Boys arid Girls Club to help; o more in-
TH& NEW FAMILY
NEW HOURS - 11:30 AM - MIDNIGHT
IIDOKIMGS FOR (intWiFRSt NirttlHtlS AVRII.ABU 
FROM B;D0 AM . TT^RO AM WftKDAYS ;
sati'sfy tlie need for children formaticaV call Kini af 383- 
to have fun and become 1101.
Wrint to help teen
Volunteers are urgently you arc aged 20 years or 
■ needed to help with Central more and inleresicd in 
i Saanich fbvs^ and difls’i participatiiig .in youth- 
^ Club teen group Tuesday oriented activities call Kim : 
and'Thursday evcniiigd iC a
I 'a' "■"U
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET T
978(1 ■ 2nil street 056 7538
ftU 0ll« MEAT IS AMD. CliRlN.TO), CURtlANmO CANADA "A"
RIB EYES MewNAtiD IS wist
SIDES orBEEFv,;.,,.ib31i69*3.'33k«^ 
,FRESH:RABBIT ; . .Ib.^2;,69 *5.93 k« 
SIDE BACON v. v.v: .::;ii>,*1.89*4.17kii










•Britigo or Blrlliday 
■: Parties





ANO WE WILL CATER TO YOUR FUNCTION.
PLEASE CALtlEANETTE AT
^ talk (o me with w>;obligation io you
2500 BEACON AVENUE
BEFORE AFTER
; An open flue a 
escape beforei during and after 
furnace operation,
Meanwhile, cold air; 





: This results In extra 
strain on your furnace as it 
is forced to cycle 
: heat more frequently.^^^ " 
FLUEGARD is a sealed damper 
systanri that reduces drafts ahd 
maintains vyarrn air 
without overworking your^ ; T 
furnace.
FLUEGARD.'lS'.governmenfd''"' 
approved and can legally bq
installed In new or existing 
furnaces to meet all safety 
standards, Fbr^ehergy-cohsciOLis? 
cohsumars; oh hbrne (Heating'oil, ?




have shown that 
dampers can cut fueI 
corisumptlon by 15»20% 
T';;;:;,.;;';''';'':;;:;annually.'^'
FLUEGARD is installed by a 
qualified furriace serviceman. 





929 Ellery Street, yictefitti R.6i Phene 388*7037
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We receive many requests for jam-making without the 
use of sugar as the sweetener. The “freezer”-type jams are 
not sterilized through boiling, thus they must be stored in 
the freezer to prevent spoilage. Freshly made or defrosted 
jams or jellies will keep three to four weeks in the 
refrigerator. Also, pectin must be added as the natural 
pectin is not activated by boiling.
Finally, sterilized freezer-proof jars must be used with 
headroom allowed for expansion, and seal with tight- 
fitting lids, not paraffin wax.
If you have fresh berries available or berries in your 
freezer, the following sugarless jam recipe is for you. 
Remember, when sugar is omitted or cut dowm in a recipe, 
the end product will be thinner than the conventional jam 
product.
Freezer berry jam - yields 2 2/3 cups . . . 5 calories per 
tablespoon, 4 cups berries, 1 pckg. Gerto powdered fruit 
pectin, 1 tbsp. lemon juice, 3-4 tablespoons liquid artificial 
sweetener**.
Crush berries in saucepan. Add pectin and lemon juice. 
Bring to boil. Boil 1 minute. Remove from heat and stir in 
sweetener. Continue to stir for 2 minutes. Pour into freezer 
containers. Cover. Freeze.
Thaw before serving. Store in refrigerator once opened.
**Liquid sweeteners mix in easily but other sugar 
substitutes may be used and added to taste. Always add
Q. Why are the experts so concerned that meat, fish, 
poultry and vegetables be canned under pressure or 
'■"■ frozen?
! A. They are concerried because of the danger of 
botulism, a form of food poisoning which can be lethal. 
The deadly agent is a toxin which is produced by the spore- 
forming micro-organism called Clostridium bptulinum.
Three conditions favor the growth of the botulinus 
toxin. First, the type of food. The organism grows 
primarily in foods which are low in acid, namely meat, 
fish, poultry and vegetables. Fruits and pickles, being 
acidic, do not favor the growth of the organism and 
therefore may be canned by the usual boiling water 
method.
The second condition is the temperature reached in 
canning. Botulinum is a spore-forming organism which 
makes it resistant to temperatures as high as boiling water 
100 degrees G/212 degrees F. The temperature required to 
kill the heat-resistant sports is 116 degrees C/240 degrees 
F. (10 lbs. pressure).
This temperature is achieved only by the use of a 
properly equipped and serviced pressure canner. Note, we 
are talking about a pressure canner, not a pressure cooker 
unless it has been especially equipped by the manufacturer 
to be used as both a cooker and canner.
The third condition is the absence of air. The botulinous 
spores grow' only under an aerobic (air-tight) condition 
such as found in sealed cans or jars used in canning.
Unless you have a properly-equipped pressure canner 
and follow the processing times and manufacturer’s 
directions exactly, it is simpler to and safer to freeze all 
low-acid foods. Freezing retards the growth of the 
botulinus spores and prevents the toxin from forming.
If you choose to use the pressure cooker, rather than the 
freezer, a further precaution should be taken. Before 
tasting the food after opening, place it in a saucepan and 
bring it to a full rolling boil, while stirring to distribute the 
heat, for 20 minutes. Add water if necessary.
If the food foams unduly or smells bad during boiling, 
destroy it completely so it cannot be eaten by people or 
animals.
For further information, some useful and up-to-date 
references on home canning are recommended:
•Canning Canadian Fruits and Vegetables, single copies 
available free from, - Information Services, Agriculture 
Canada, Ottaw'a, K1A 0Z7.
•Home Canning - $2.50 per copy from Edith Adams 
Cottage, Box 6700, Vancouver, B.C., V6B4G8.
•Putting Food By (Price $11.75 American funds) 




The Ladies Auxiliary to the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital will hold their annual fall bazaar 2-4 p.m. 
Oct. 15 at Stelly’s school. This is one of the 
auxiliary’s money-making events and would ap­
preciate the public’s support.
The auxiliary recently donated money to the 
hospital for purchase of an operating microscope for 
the new opthalmology department.
James and Irene Bain 6994 East Saanich Road, 
celebrate their 50th wedding the couple were married 
anniversary with an open Oct. 14, 1933. All friends 
house 1 - 4 p.m. Oct. 15 at welcome. :







The Hon. Garde B. 
Gardom will address the 
Women’s Canadian Club 2 
p.m. at the Newcombe 
Auditorium Oct. 19. Topic 
~ enshrinement of 
property rights. New 
members welcome, call 




/ Vancouver will be the site Kronick, social develop- 
of the fourth National ment; Dr. Jeannine Herron, 
Conference on Learning education; Dr. Alexander 
Disabilities l^oVi/ld - 12 at^^ / S^
Westin Bayshore Hotel. Gilchrist James, social 
Some 48 sessions include services; Dr. Marilyn
noted medical, social and Samuels, education. For
Year around Salmon fishing
(BOATlENTAtr'S;®© per hour
Phone (604) 652-2211 VOS lAO




• Blue Optic’picture tube with/ 
; 4-lens focusing system
/•■Wireiess remote ■
• Cablemaster”^ tuning of up to
■ /lOS channels: : '
• ;3-year warranty ;"■ ■: /
• Available in;l4",;?0”,:&26" 
Priced from
m
fNewTiectrohome Blue Optlc'^^ Color TVIs, with 4-lens focusing, capture all the detail, and : 
deliver up to 40% morn lifelike color; The blue screen reduces glare from harsh room lightTor /:
a consistently sharp picture — a picture so real it seems almost three dimensional,
if
I / /* 48 cm (20") Blue Optic Plclure; :’ 
1 ube
/ • Built-In FM StereoJor: Simulcast ;;■
‘? / • Sterbo' VCffand Disc Compatabili- :
ty
• C a b I e m a s 10 ( ' H ,105 ' C Ii a n n o I 
Romolo Control
• Acculok"^ Quartz Tuning
• Convcinient Headphone Jack : ;
witH At>PHovi;r> " 
■■■ft'/a vwH^wAfiiiANrv:
• 63 cm (26") Blue Optic Picture
::;:Tubev/
>:,Builtdn FM'STereo for Siniulcast/^ /
• Stereo VCR and'Disc Compatabili- :
V; \y . . .■:':, ■, ■;■.:,■ ■■:■ '■■/"■;.■■ ■:'■
• Cablemaster’105 Channo 1 
" Remote Control
.• Accuiok’'^:Quartz Tuning / ;:
' * T rarisitlonal Sty ling in Harvest Oak 
Finish;




Vk- Treasure of 4 Crowns
★ Black Stallion Returns
★ Without A Trace
★ Eating Raoul ^
★ Spring Break 
★■ ■:Flash ■Dance; /
★ Kids from Fame
★ Man from Snowy River








FOR OUR CUSTORSERS 
VCR & 2 iOVI£S
MONDAY-THURSDAY
VCR&;2iOVIES 
VCR & 4 MOVtES
yipEO MUNCH CARD 
GIVES YOU 10 MOVIES 
GIVES YOU 20 MOVIES
■siiais’sssJiss,®
★ Your Ticket Is No Longer Valid

















I Alexandra Morton would like 
to have the same relationship 
with whales that Dr. Jane 
Goodall had with chimps. 
Goodall was accepted as one of 
them, she explains.
Alexandra, 26, and husband 
Robin, 29, are in Sidney while 
their 65-foot classic cruiser Blue 
Fjord is being repaired. Then in 
November — along with 20- 
month-old son Jarrett — they’ll 
take off on an expedition 
researching • killer whales in the 
waters around Vancouver Island, 
a project they’ve namedyVomorf^ 
of the Sea.




-a synchronized sound when 
whales are doing something 
together — this is the most in­
teresting sound, she says 
-between play and stress 
-pulsing sounds related to 
feeding
The couple will begin their 
research just north of Campbell 
River. Previously, all research 
has been carried out in summer 
months when whales are easier to 







PAN & TILT PISTONS
their behaviour undisturbed, 
Alexandra says. They’re gentle 
creatures and will only retaliate if 
disturbed.
She’s working on “being 
polite’’with them. “So I can be 
with them.’’
She’s been watching births 
from the surface “but we don’t 
know how they swim, we see so 
little, but once we get below the 
surface . . .’’
The Mortons will base their 
operations in Campbell River, an 
area frequented by killer whales 
during late summer and fall. A 
sightings network will be 
established with lighthouse 
keepers, marina operators and 
others who will report whale 
sightings to the Blue Fjord by 
radiotelephone. V
Then the researchers will head 
out, locate and identify the pod.
If it’s not ah A5 pod a record will 
be kept listing the number of ; 
animals, location, direction of y 
travel and behavioural par­
ticulars—- information to be y 
forwarded to pr. Michael Bigg of 
the Pacific Biological Station, 
Nanaimo. It will contribute vital 
; ; - off-season information.— yr
But if the pod is A5 the 
research will commence and A5 
pod will be tracked for a time 
period limited only by weather 
conditions.
.r, 1. - -.. ... ...
5^ -
Data to be gathered includes;
r ----------  ' -time and co-ordinates of ■"
1 Camera can he towed by boat or left on remote controlled plat- . iniiiaj sighting 
Syi form underwater. It will he linked to television camera and record -speed and course of pod
K habits, sound of whales. movement
—S -photographs of each whale (to
Robin is an independent salmon runs. But no one knows establish pod composition) ------------------- ^ , .̂
t ^ filmmaker, Alexandra is studying the range of whales in winter, -acoustic recordings of vocal Alexandra Morton with son Jarrett. The researcher wapts to be accepted by killer whales.
i S whale language and trying to what distance they travel and production during different
I s —A oA»i»«rWVi r tr\i 1 r in w/intpr- of oopc r\f tranW- ‘ rcorrelate sound with behaviour. : • their behaviour in winter. : .v . . stages of track. Quality and accurate, as they have be stored aboard in the Apple II ^md to “r^^m” po^lations ' |
.jjehavioural observations — been attained without in- computer. The data gathered of orcas ontheB.G. coasU
* •• ,-v * 4- ' n « I yA
»
1 The first thing that attracted; her- 
1 to whales vvas the size of their 
1 brain — 6500 grams compared to 
the human brain at, 3500 grams. 
The brain requires a great deal 
S of oxygen -- which in mammals 
i is a big requirement, Alexandra 
1 explains. She feels there “must be 
1 purpose’’ in the size of that 
"brain.
i Each pod (flock or family) of 
i whales speaks a different dialect 
1 and Alexandra —- who has
I studied whale sounds in captivity 
"" and was concerned a captive
environment wasn’t giving her
of killer Avhales’ use of their 
environment. Encroachment or
.' S3' sa"
One big help to the Mortons ---------- - . . . , u
vvill be the work of Dr, Michael natural course of irom the project should con
Bigg of Nanaimo, who has and video, surface and under . the qrcas. tribute to a greater understanding
named every whale on the coast water.-T
by working with a team fare compatible with the course of
photographers, taking scores of factor different vessels will serve^^ “f '^ a small sailboat rnay threats on^ the
film of the whales’ dorsal fins, as observation platforms. The ; deployed. The use of sail ^ used by
and shape and configeration oF Blue Fjord will be on hand at all enable the Mprtons to make ,M
the saddle patch Oust behind the times and, weather permitting, '^obtinuous pbservatipns and Mortons believe the results
dther Zodiac innatables or av f recordings silently and over long
sailingskiffwillbeuscdtotrack
the whales. Great care must be The underwater
taken not to disturb them in and fihningpf the whales will bb Ihcy
order to record unaffected conducted using a towed camera. A)cgan working^ witR^^ orca 
behavioural Through the expertise of^^^, '« 1978 and have
Investigators have successfiilly^^^^^^^^^^ I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Submarine logged thousands oFbchavioural
used Zodiacs to “leapfrog’’^ T^ ddd. ^ a
hydrodynamic housing for an 
underwater camera has been
The Mortons are concerned {
that before the proposed capture | 
is permitted, more field research v |
fin).
He’s come up with a total of 
286 whales and can confidently 
identify them all — as well as 
with a thumbprint ; or face, 
Alexandra says.
No one really knows much 
about the AS pod but this winter 0 b s c r V a l i on s and acoustic recordings. Todate, their study 
has revealed that each activity
•PacifiCrkiller whales.
5 ‘‘We believe that studies such ; f 
as Nomads of the Sea must be 
undertaken’immediately before ! 
the opportunity is forever lost.”
W h e n A1 e x a n d r a became 
interested in whales she drew on i 
computer sciences, marine 
biology and behaviour . scicticcs 
and “tailored it to rhy interest.” ■ 
She worked for the US navy on 
sound study in dolphins and for : I
Dr. John Lilly, who is working V
on communication with
designed which ds light and state is characterized by a unique dolphins.
'■ t t • .f ■ T-.:-1..''.^ ^ ''4I : "rli
valid behaviour and sounds — IS
researching a particular family of Alexandra hopes to come up with along with the 'whales.' In this
whales, from the A5 pod, some valid results. Robin will be method, a wide course is steered
Thclangviageofkillcrwhalcsis ;Using underwater cameras on around the whales then, with
T innaiimf* ciiidv but to date rciiiotely Controlled platforms motors off, rcscarchefs observc durable and; Can bc tovycd by ^   ■ , ,• 1 n , i- . „ - ̂
AleSm hi^ 62 placed in; locations .whales,, and record approaching ^
diffcrchl soumls and'fouiul The resulting acoustic recordings craft,
i cbnlextih which five sounds and behaviour notes arc high front each tracking wall
distribution of sound usage and 
tlorniitaicd 
set dfclals.
Alexandra’s research has led to
in a book titled The Behavioural 
sou nd•• hch a viou r Biology of Killer Whale.s, edited
.™ correlation w'ork has already by Barbara Kirkvold and to be
^ published soon by Plemirn l*ress.
Quest Keport, 1981) and the New'S'ork.
findings wised ay early : wa The couple’s project Is the first
indicators against decline in a of Its kind, designed to move with
whale's state of health, the whales in an exciting attempt
IMiysicjlogioal signs have typically to further understanding of these
shown up too late to allow for gentle giants during their
effective treatment. nomadic forages.
I he Morions say a better They have forriu'd a non-profit
> uhdersVahding , of a thc^^^,^^^ — the World Lore Quest
vocalizations will give Society, jheir rc.search funding ,
ocbanarlumVawaybrmbtiiidrinf"^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ own efforts 
both incntiil and physiological ran a rental Zodiac
state lif their whales. In the business in downtown yictoriu
cxperiehcc,
survivorship' has been highest in from private sources. All their;;
' whales whose vocal saysf: >
most closely matches whales in back to the boat and: research.
'Wc charter, and then work with
I the whales the rest of the time.’’ ;tlie wild state.FAlexandrn points ouf that if a M
; whale is goittlv ib be in hit a snag
•‘it should have; lots
stimulation. It should be treated ; 1939 RCMP-built boatJiad to go— 
as u huvrian beingi , into Westport Marina for repairs, F F
I he Niinwds of tlic ben project
coincides witlr a proposal by bitten deep into their research;; '
World Inc. to captttte 1(H) orcas funds,; y y;
in southern Alaskan waters, The V , Alexapdra leels once they gef; ; 
potential fracturing of pods in an Vtheir research completed,and cany




:y';;-';'Morton's':;:; greaiesi.;,:;fears'. FTh'ey:," 
':utiso’''':('car<;: that'./ytshock waves''::'; 
; tVom the proposed capture might
: produce results tl'ph fund ng will
bbTasici',V'Du)iai|ui»vdo'jiclp'jhylv.
research can be sent to the 
Mortons, Box U3(), Station E, 
Victoria. V«W 2W3.
iy-n
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By Marjorie Denroche
The bright yellow Social 
Service Directories are now 
out and hopefully tucked in 
the telephone book or some 
other convenient location. 
Response has been excellent 
and thanks are extended to 
all who assisted in the 
compilation etc. However, 
the“print gremlin” was at 
work and you are requested 
to change the following:
p.2 Peninsula
Employment Project 656- 
^■085V
p.3 Ministry of Human 
Resources 656-3941 
p.4 Parents in Crisis 656- 
4006
p.5 Al-Anon 383-0415 
p.lO Add: Pal’s Pre- 
School, 9760 4th St., 656- 
7334
p.l2 MS Support Group: 
Janette McNamara 386- 
’,4178 ■
Other changes will be 
noted in this column, but 
information is always 
available by calling the 
PCA at 656-0134. It will be 
a number of years before 
the directory is re-printed, 




a man, hungry and down in 
his luck, anxious to join a 
daughter in Kelowna, where 
there \yas possible work. 
Add the Salvation Arrny 
i shop tin Sidney which 
provided a nice warm suit 
to; replace the one in poor 
conditiorf froiri Sleeping’
By Helen l.anj*
(Elizabeth Kerfoot is writing this week’s column. She is a 
true organic gardener, growing everything from 
blueberries on a commercial scale, to many of the rare, 
fragrant, and beautiful “old” roses. Her perennial border 
would make an Englishman weep with envy, her heathers 
would drive a Scot wild, her small daughter is well-behaved 
and clean, her husband looks happy . . . how does she do
m
1 have many interests in the garden — possibly too many 
— and because life and this column seem too short and 
Helen Lang may not give me a second chance, I will avoid 
the many to get to my first interest: the old and shrub 
roses.
If I sound rather evangelical when describing and 
comparing the “classic” roses with what is generally 
available now (Hybrid Teas and Floribundas), it is for a 
reason. They have all the qualities one would expect of a 
flowering shrub, as well as being shrubs of romance 
steeped in sentiment and history.
Their longevity attests their natural hardiness and the 
fragrance is that which has charmed humanity from time 
immemorial, from times when fragrance was a prerequisite 
of being a rose.
The roses hybridized in both Europe and America before 
World War 11, when chemical cure-alls for rose diseases 
were not available, should appeal to gardeners of 1983 who 
donT have the time to coddle sickly plants.
As Christopher Lloyd so aptly complains, “1 feel that I 
am
_ ............._ _
The shrub genre of rose cuts across the different types, 
but in general, they enjoy growing freely and expansively, 
requiring little pruning apart from the removal of weak 
shoots. The rugbsas, a tough breed of rose originating in 
Japan, can grow into large informal shrubs and make 
wonderful hedges'.;^ ^ ^
These roses (e.g. the semi-double white “Blanc Double
de Coubert”) are completely disease resistant, bloom 
recurrently, and the scent comes at you in great wafts.
One of my favorite roses, not unlike our native Rosa 
Nutkana, is Rosa rubiginosa or Sweetbrier, one of the 
most beautiful of all single pink wild roses. The foliage, 
especially after a rain, carries a delicious fragrance of green 
apples.
It has long been a favourite rose of poets: Shakespeare 
mentions it \n Midsummer Night’s Dream, it was Keat’s 
Pastoral Eglantine and the smelling Brere of Spenser.
As with most species roses, it only blooms for several 
weeks in June, but it is bejeweled with glittering oval red 
heps in autumn.
The Gallica roses are very ancient and very hardy — they 
have been found growing wild wherever the culture of 
Rome extended. Rosa Gallica officinalis was the 
Apothecary Rose used in past centuries for medicinal 
purposes. My five-year old daughter loves to lead visitors 
to this rose and explain how the petals were made into jam 
for the Kings of England (King Henry VIII).
The species climber, Rosa filipes Kiftsgate, seems so 
suitable for the west coast but it is rarely, if ever, seen 
growing in gardens. If there is scope in your garden for an 
exuberant rose, this is a wonderful sight with its large 
swagsqf creamy-white single roses with golden stamens.
My plant has been growing in the chicken yard for 
almost three years and is happily reaching up into a large 
fir tree; According to the books, it can reach 60 to 100 feet, 
and I believe it can! But then, not every rose bush has the 
support of 20 chickens.
Another species rose, Rosa spinosissima, also known as 
Scotch or Burnet rose, is a marvelously hardy semi-dwarf 
shrub native to Europe and Northern Asia. I especially 
chose the type called Double White hecauss it Was a 
favourite with that supreme gardener and author, Gertrude 
Jekyll.
My two-year-old bush of Double White bloomed with 
great profusion this June and its pure white goblet-shaped 
flowers carried the most exhilarating scent of Lily of the 
valley. The autumn display of the delicate foliage takes on 
colours such as plum, dark red, yellow and orange with 
brilliant maroon-black heps.
If you are one of those discriminating gardeners who 
long for the cozy softness of a Beatrix Potter illustration, 
then maybe you should search for these “classic” roses. 
Some can be found growing along the ditches and hedges 
on the Saanich Peninsula and are quite easy to propagate.
I have several plants of the old yellow rambler 
“Goldfinch” started- Tram a bush > growing on West 
Saanich Rd. (all that remains of an old golf clubhouse). 
Once they are nurtured in good soil, they will give you 
: much in return. ■
If propagating is not your thing, then there is a 
Canadian nursery that carries a good selection of old and 
; species roses: Pickering Nurseries, 670 Kingston Rd., 




PUMP / ;|COMPANY 
SUBSIDIARY
outdoors; and the Sidney 
Lions Club who provided
: fbpd and a ride to the:f^
plus the PCA for the ferry _ J__®______ -___________________ i^..A___
cost and you have an idea 
of how local groups 
cooperate.
To make it even nicer, the 
manager of the Salvation Women Aglow 
Army Shop said she knew 1
the Peninsula Old and New Petty Kennedy is guest speaker. ■
Shop would have done the * n- *
same had they been open! Holy Trinity Annual Parish Sale, Sat. Oct 15 10 a.m.-l 
For those concerned about p.m. Church Hall, corner Mill and W. Saanich Rds. 
two thrift shops side by . Rummage, collectables, books, household equipment, knowledge of basic crafts an asset but not essential. The 
; Rv^frpchmpntc 1-41 program runs: Mbndays 9^3d a;m.-1:30 p.m. at Margaret
Vaughan Birch Hall on;4th St.Sidney. For. more in­
formation call Marketa at 652-1483.
price, mixed fir and alder.'Proceeds in aid of nayy:league ; 
and sea cadet'programs and activities.;Get a warm'feeling 
this winter knowing you have helped young boys and girls, 
men and women in a worthwhile organization. For more 
information call 652-5713. 1-41
meet 10 a.m. Oct. 12 at Sidney Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to 
Travelodge. All women welcome. Babysitting available, choose from this summer. We’ll help get the body fit and
2-41 firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels. The 





side, it’s a case of 
‘‘cooperative com- 
; petition^, all for the benefit 
of the community.
Looks like skating time 
again at Panorama Leisure 
Centre and for those who 
want to figure skate, play 
liockey, or just get out qh 
the ice) the Peninsula Old 
and New Shop at 9781 -2hd 
has dozens of pairs; of 
skatesfor ;Sale at a 
reasonable price. T y
There isn’t a Single 
P a rent gro u p ^ on the 
pe hi nsu la bvit if t hc cen t re; 
i it V icibr ia k new of a need 
o u I her e y l it e y wo u Id 
certainly assist in the 
formation of such a group. 
Cair385-I l 14 if ybii wbulcl 
b c ; i interested; U n d e r •
siaiKlably, Ihe drive to 
J V 
■’''"'Off.
plants, baking, etc. efres e ts;
The Bastion Theatre Committee are holding their craft 
fair at St. Mary’s Church Hall, 1701 Elgin St. , Oak Bay, 10 
'a.m.-4 p.m;'Oct.'22.TT:;:y:V'vT/;'T 2-42'''
The Saanich Peninsula branch of the Navy League of 
Canada will be sponsoring a sale of firewood Oct. 15 and 
16 at the Cadet Hall, Willingdon Rd., Sidney. The wood is 
cut and split, bring you own truck, you load. Reasonable
).m.
Friday to be published in the next issue of The Review. All 
items may run for a maximum of two insertions. Non­
profit organizations only please. For more infbrmation 









) Sidney; and Saanich 
Peninsula Garden Club will 
meet 7:30 p^m. Oct.i 17 at 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, 4th St., Sidney, Guest 
speaker is Douglas O’Brien, 
provincial ministry of; 
agricu It u re, whose topic 
wi 11 be “ winfer conirol of 
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By Angela Isaac
September at Claremont has been an exciting month. 
Despite the blues of the first few days, everyone is settling 
down to books and turning out for sports.
The cross-country team got off to a running start. On 
Sept. 19 in their first league meet the girls finished second 
and the boys followed close behind in third place.
In an e,\ciiing race Oct. 3, the Sparten boys placed 
second with the team consisting of Brenden DePol, Chris 
Payne, Dale Rathe and Ed and Dave McMullen. Mean­
while, the girls icdinr. Paddy J agues, Shelley Renaud, Kim 
Bryant and Teresa Verwolf, came in with a close third.
In individual standings, Branden DePol is currently sixth 
in Victoria and Paddy Jaques fifth. A special thank you to 
team member Kirn Bryant, who raised an incredible SI30 in 
the Terry Fox Run.
The senior boys’ soccer team started the year off with 
a 5-1 win over Esquimalt.
The boys’ volleyball teams are practicing and eagerly 
awaiting their league games.
The junior boys’ rugby team led by coach, Mr. Kubek, 
clobbered the opposing Parkland team 18-1. They also had 
outstanding win on Oct. 6 against Stelly’s.
For the first time in many years, Claremont has 
produced a girls’ field hockey team. In their first game, 
Sandra Henry scored the winning and only goal against 
Dunsmuir.
The junior girls’ volleyball team is busy practicing while 
the senior team had an excellent victory over SMU. All the 
teams are doing a super job, showing the true Sparten 
spirit.
On Sept. 15 grade nines were officially welcomed to 
Claremont. For their initiation they were requested to wear 
red, white and blue, the school colours, or there would be a 
price to pay! Most showed their spirit and received an, 
“Pm a Sparten!” sticker and a lollipop. Unfortunately 
some did not. Those grade nines were led to the change 
rooms, where they had their faces painted red, white and 
blue. This amusing day was organised by activity co­
ordinators, Dawn McPherson and Kelly Nielsen.
Claremont held its first dance on Sept. 23. The theme 
was summer and fun was had by the 400 or more students 
who attended. Joe! Bohnet and Heather Clark did a terrific
job of planning the evening. Thanks to everyone who 
participated and to the staff who helped out.
Thursday saw the hobos of Claremont coming out of the 
woods and into the halls. Hobo Day, another activity 
produced by Dawn and Kelly, was a great success. With the 
assistance of Mr. Giles and Mrs. White, everyone had an 
enjoyable time.
Alng with sports and the above activities, many clubs are 
starting up. The Boating Club, which completes the Power 
Squadron Course has begun. With the aid of A7/'. Spensley 
and Mr. Jacobson, students learn the basics of boating and 
participate in a few cruises.
The Claremont Singers, under the direction of Mr. 
Osborne, has begun practicing, but new members are more 
than welcome.
Another club, which offers a practical experience in 
journalism and photography, is now starting. The annual 
or Yearbook Club, sponsored by Mr. Stack and editor Kim 










The Claremont Spartens have many opportunities to 
join clubs and sports this year. Student Council president 
Catriona McHattie has presented the calendar for the 
coming year and it looks like it will be the best one yet.
mr
tricycle. Yes, I said tricycle. The Student Council has 
arranged for a tricycle relay race to take place in the halls
at lunchtime. Each grade team will be vying for the coveted
title of “Top Tinkers” in the school. This only further tall tun tair will take
proves that we are mature adults — ready to take our palce 6-8:30 p.m. Oct. 21 at
in the world-don't you agree?
•Ourjuniorboys’soccerteamgotthevveekolftoagood Contial Saanich Rd.
start with a close win over Edward Milne. The junior boys' fc^d'red - arts and craits 
rugby and girls' grasshockey teams put in valiant efforts
produce, white elephant, 
games, haunted house, 
more.
By Brenda McGuire
The big event at Stelly’s recently was the annual grade 9 but could not overcome Claremont and Mt. Doug. urtiin;5 lumincu
i vs. Student Council basketball game. Grade 9s were in for On the volleyball court the senior boys^ team had a
I a surprise as a serious game turned into a circus. The “set” of two games. They were “bumped’ off by Dun-
Student Council entered amid a fanfare with cheerleaders smuir but recovered to “spike” back at Reynolds, 
i in various costumes. The game’s procedure switched The senior girls’ team has overcome first game jitters
various times to football, soccer and rugby. A few battles against St. Margaret’s and are ready to take on their next ^
; evolved, but the result was a blowout victory of 592-7 for, opponents. The curling and swim teams are also un erway 111.00L
; you guessed it —- the Student Council! Now to a more for their seasons. The best of luck to them.
serious note. Thought for the week. ^ ; North
•Scholarship classes are beginning in various academic Have you ever considered what it . is like to be a Docal of the
subjects so we are hoping for high marks for our students. newcomer in the school (or in any situation for that Esquimalt-Saanich (federal)
■ •The grad executive has begun making plans for that matter). It is pretty overwhelming with all the new people. Progressive Conservative . ;'
ecstatic day in the future. This year should see a Y classes and a different system, all at once. The harclest part Associaiion Vis hosting a ;
- memorable grad in the capable hands of Loufse OrmpM/- of all is making friends. Everyone else is so busy with their . social get-together 2:30-5 V V
i president; Leigh Thomson - aher grad; Steve Galloway - V own problems, friends, and activities that ithey; fail to ; p.m. Oct. 15 in Margaret; \
decorations and 77na Doe/?ne/ - fund raising. v a new vaughan; Birch Hall. Alk;^
MR. BUSINESSMAN:
II your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently changed, please call us 
and we’ll run it tree ot charge for a period of three months. This service limited to the 
Review’s Trading area. —^
Company Name Phone Number
i45!AllWeatherSprinklerSystemsCo. ., .. 658-5652bus./383-6135res.
(43)Brentwood Gifts & Crafts Shop . ;. .... ■ . ;. . . . . 652-3537
(M)CarorsBeautySalon;..... ;. . V. . V^^. . v 
!48)Entire Maintenances Supplies Ltd. : .856-3233
(.ujExpressions, Gifts, Cards and Books . . ; ... . .. 652-4632 -
(biiGoldenSheafBakery; .V . ... . . .656-3132
■ ■ • .656-1215
i ®Students should beware while walking the halls oh Oct. face take the initiative and smile or say hi. You don t mcmbei s and friends . |
17 and 18 lest they be run over by some madman on a realize how it can make somebody s day. welcome, j ^ I
(wiHal’sComputerEyes 
iboilrmaIndustries ...;
; (bi)McTaggart, Dr. Sue ;.. .::....:.:W .
; jjsjPeninsulaSigns . i.;..v
(MiSidney FeedSGardenSupplies............................................. 656-9444
hnThree Sisters Convenience Store 656-6711 __
..:V 656-9911 
; 656-9626
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• Buns Master Bakery • Hatley Park Florist WirtoriajTire T
'"'Y
.Y'vAj.;'-
* Butler Tire " Hideaway ItalianvDining Room
* Gapital Iron * The Lantern House Ftestauran
* Carter’s House of Flowers * McDonald’s Restaurants







. ; ■■ ' V V"
* Fast Fpto & Video * Romeo’s Place Restaurants
' ''i'.Vi''
Fuzzy Wuzzy Carpets 
T (3reat West Gold & Diamonds * Taylor’s Apparel ■ 
< Grbup 5 Mall: ;
Eve of Victoria ;;;
Victoria Fireplace Shop 
Lamplighter 
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S By Ernie Edwards
K In October 1958, after several informal meetings, i
1 Sidney branch 25 of the B.C. Old Age Pensioners i 
S was established in Sidney, under a charter granted by 
S the provincial organization. Mr. Yales was the 
S provincial president at that lime.
= Among charter members, about 30 in number 
E were: Mrs. Daisy Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Ritchie, Mr.
5 and Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. Nettie Bow and Mr. and Mrs.
5 Sumpton.
S First president was Sam Priest, a retired CNR 
= engineer from Brantford Ontario; secretary was Mrs.
S Hanley; treasurer Robert Thompson was a retired 
= CNR man from Rainy River, Ontario.
5 Meetings were held in the Knights of Pythias Hall 
E on 4th St. and opened with a prayer by Mr. Oram, a 
5 retired Anglican church minister.
SS
s After the death of Priest, Ed Tutte served three 
S terms as president, then Ed Briggs, another retired
2 gNR man from Edmonton, took the chair.
= Mrs. Edith Sumpton, who has lived at Deep Cove 
5 for the past 36 years,was president for the 1968-69 
5 term and was followed by Bill Booth.
E By 1969 membership had grown to 180 and many 
1 social occasions were enjoyed. Over the years a 
5 number of well-organized trips have been taken by 
5 members, travelling by bus to Seattle, Campbell 5 
5 River, Harrison Hot Springs, the PNE, Port Alberni = 
S and the Gulf Islands. 1
^ s ■ Since its .inception the branch has received many s
E cjpnf>rnii5 oift5 from rpsiflpnt';. ^ E
By Ernie Edwards
Local 125 members and friends of Sidney branch 24, 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners’ Organization will sit down to 
dinner to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the local, 
founded in October, 1958. Some wonderful changes have 
taken place in the past 25 years in the Town of Sidney and 
many of our members had a hand in them. What a great 
opportunity to meet old friends and neighbors you may 
not have seen in many years.
The dinner will beheld Oct. 20 in the Canadian Legion 
Hall, 1660 Mills Rd. commencing at noon. While most 
tickets have been sold those wishing to attend should 
contact Arlhcr Evans at656-3777.
Branch president Alc,\ Clark, executive officers and the 
entire membership have worked very hard over the past six 
months to make the dinner a success, one that will long be 
remember in Sidney. Members needing transportation 
.should be at the Senior Citizens Centre by 11:15 a.m. on 
the day of the dinner.
The head table will be shared by many past presidents of 
the branch — Dave Loxam, Arthur Evens, Edith Sum- 
plon, and Doris Bosher. Special guests include Bill Booth, 
Mrs. Janet Palmer, Mrs. Sylvia Ritchie, Mrs. Nettie Bow 
and Mrs. Edith Sumpton.
The dinner will be informal with not too many guest 
.speakers but there'will be lots of “talk” as members of the 
past 25 years get together to renew old acquaintances. The 
dinner vvill be served and catered by the Ladies Auxiliary of 
the Canadian legion and to these ladies, “thank you, very 
much.”
A talented singing group of some 20 voices are coming 
over from Edmunds on the mainland. There will be door 
prizes, lots of them, the main one a lloral arrangement at 
the head table donated by the good people of Classic- 
Flowers, Sidney.
To top it all will be a large 25th anniversary cake a piece 
of which Edith Sumpton has promised to send mainland 
members unable to attend the dinner.
A short history of the Sidney branch as narrated by 
Edith Sumpton will appear in two installments and no 
doubt there will be some fond memories for many. See you 
at the dinner where hopefully “a good time will be had by 
mil.”- '■
The James Bay Com­
munity Centre, 140 Oswego 
St., will be the site of a 
Health Fair, Oct. 15, 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Oct. 16, 
noon to 5 p.m. Sponsored 
by the Island’s Association 
Of Holistic Health
Professionals, the Fair is 
titled: A Celebration Of 
Health.
Activities during the two- 
day fair will include
demonstrations, lectures 
and the invitation to
participate. The focus is on 
wholesome food, body 
work, fitness, herbs, 
nutrition, and much morq.
There is no admission 
charge. For more in­
formation contact 389- 
1290.
Bake sale
St. Andrew’s Atternoon 
Group plan a card and 
novelty sale 2-4 p.m. Oct. 
22. Also featured — bake 
table, hand knitting, tea 
and coffee. All welcome. 
The sale will be held at St. 





The Agriculture Canada 
Research and Plant 
Quarantine Station, 8801 
East Saanich Rd, plans an 
open house 8:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Oct. 14 in honor 
of World Food Day. 
Featured — guided tours at 
10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
ONE^'
You con place your classified ad in, 74 nevjsoapers Ihrougiioul B C 







You Tried tlte Good Times: 





E Christmas dinners were always cooked by Eddie 
S Eng; Mr. ‘and Mrs: Ed Bath of Sidney Bakery for 25
S .years have donated a large fruit cake for Christmas^i 
5;;and i chocolates I' carneL from SidneyL F'harmacyi.y 
K Corsages for the ladies and potted plants 
E were provided by Mr. and Mrs: Ted Holloway.
1 Members of the Knights of Pythias were most: 
5- helpful during the years that meetings were held in 
S their building.
= -'A number of the earlv members are no longer 
present but none is lorgotten, the branch looks
Since 1971 meetings have been held in the Silver 
Threads Centime on Resthaven Drive on . the first 
Thursdayipf everyimonthjiMehibershipjibpert to all 
interested persons, Alec Clark is the current 
president.
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All classified ads must be submit­
ted to eur office before noon on Mon­
day prior to publication date. We are 
located at 2367 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. Phone 656-1151.
—OFFICE HOUBS:
The Review reserves the right to classity ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therclore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves the right to revise, edit, classity or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services, and to repay the customer the 
sum paid for the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on 'Hold" instructions will be dcslioycd unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originals ol documents to 
avoid loss.
AH claims of errors in advertising must be fBCcIved by the publisher within 30 days after 
the first publication.
It IS agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability ol Ihe Review in the event 
ol lailurc to publish an advertisement or in the event ol an erroi appearing in the advertise­
ment as published shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser lor only one incorrect 
insertion lor the portion ol the advertising space occupied by the inconecl or omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no liability in any event gieater than the amount paid tor such 
advertising.
PENINSUU DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS md SERVICES . . .
I REQUIRE part time or full time 
bookkeeping for home or local 
office. 5 yrs. experience in one- 
write, 1 year experience com­
puter G/L, A.^ Payables. Available 
immediately, References on 
request. 656-0425 after 1 p.m.
1 p4 1
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
Obituaries . ;, , ,.. ., r
Cards of Tlianks . ,;.................:.,....;,, „ .,, 2
Notices . .......;, . : , . . . . . .i, . / , ,3
'■lost .' , .r. :4
^Found .,..... ...:.......,,,. 5
Personals . ...... ......... ................. . 6
Business Personals ..........,,,. . . .,,..,, .7^
Business Opportunities ....... .............:;. .............  .,, ,. ; 8
HelpWarited .... . . . . > - ■ .......... . .. .9
Work Wanted .. ...............................................................10
Miscellaneous For Sale ... ........' .....11
Garage Sales . ......i.. \......, .... .....1 .... 12
Wanted To Buy ............ ........................................................ ....... 13
Pets , . . : . . . ....... . .. . ... , . : . , .... . . . . . ,14 :
Livestock ..... . .;....... .. ................ . L..... : .. .15
Farm Produce ...............;...,........ .,.... 16
Gardening . .......... ........................... .. 17
Boats & Marine ................................. 18
Motorcycles. ......,........19
Aircraft:. ..'...;.,.. . ........... ....;. .....................20
Recreation Vehicles ......:. . .;....... .21
Snowmobiles ...: ... ... .. '........... .22
-Gars.-.-....... T. .-.^,23
Trucks . . . 7. , . ...... ;. . 7. - . . ■... T. .7 ........ 24
■; Machinery ..; ... .7., .... ^.. . . 7. .. . 7. .25
7 Farm Machinery . . . .:..................... .. ....... ... . 26
7Ror Rent, 7..... 7. . 7.. .;...7^. Ty..27
7;Wanted to Rent .77- .7 .7 .7.. . : . 7:.:... ,7-r , 7.28:
' Real Estate For Sale .. .7 ; v:.. . 7 .... . .7 7.. ; . 7. r:..;. :30 
/ Mobile Flomes . . . .7.77, .. ..:.: ; .31
77Legals v',. .;7'.T-' 7; .77 .,7.'77:r77:77v7/.7.-... 7; , .,,.7732'
BUSINESS
PERSONALS
1 WE HAVE'ALL TYPES"OFGEN-i 
CING. Residential — Industrialf 
-- Farm. Pressure treated! 
posts & lumber. Supply or in-| 
stalled, ask about our| 
specials. 652-241 2 
652-1121.
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
falling.656-4213. 4387-tf
THE PREFECT CHRISTMAS 
GIFT!! For anyone who has or 
intends to have a computer. . . is 
a membership in the PINE 
STREET COMPUTERCLUB. And 
what do you get? Strictly discount 
prices on hardware & software, 
quarterly catalogues, monthly 
specials. Enroll now!! Send 
S19.95 (VISA, Mastercard, 
cheque, M.O.) with your name 
and address and receive a box of 
10 - 5% inch floppy discs (SS/SD) 
or $17.00 credit on your first 
purchase over $100.00. PINE 
STREET COMPUTERCLUB, P.O. 
Box 91306, W. Vancouver, B.C. 
V7V3N9. Ipb41
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
AVON




LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada’s largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
catalogues available. Norburn 
Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Flastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. tf
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375, Winlaw 112-226-7343, 
Liliooet 1 12 -256 -7 5 0 1, 
Whitehorse 112-667-7332. na-tfn
EARN EXCELLENT COMMISSION
with no investment, as a sales rep 
doing home WICKER PARTIES. 
Ideal for housewife with vehicle. 
Phone Spectrunv Imports, 10:30 
a m.-5;30 p.m. 382-8646 4c44
PAULINE’S HANDICRAFTS for
pottery, carvings, ceramics, 
jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted 
baby items, toys. 2424 Beacon. 
Vintage Bentley car for hire, 
(weddings, etc.)656-3714 or656- 
6693. 26p04
SOFTWARE — Vic-20, Com- 
mordore 64K,TRS-80, l.B.M.-Pc., 
Atari, Timex, games, business, 
education, joysticks. Mastercard, 
Visa. Free catalogue. Send 
S.A.S.E. to Valley Computers, 625 
Ciitfe, Courtenay. B.C. V9N 2 J6.
1 pb4 1
CONSViAC AUTOW!OT!¥E





SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite pac’Kages’from 
$1,995. Financing available, no 
down payment O.A.C. $29 per 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Phonell2-430-4040. tin
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
lowest prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 






•Certified Body Shop vRadiator Repairs 




YOUNG MAN with 3/4 ton truck, 
hauling, cleanups, soil and gravel 
delivery. Reasonable, hard 
worker. Phone Gord at 652-1050.
; 10p44
ENGLISH SMOCKING CLASSES
starting soon. For further 7 in­
formation 656-4277 or register at 
Alisa’s Fine Fabrics, 2392 Beacon 






Psbijshed; on Wednesday. br eyery ’wee.Y;/
CARIBOO PRESS (1369) I TD 
- 2367 Beacon Ave . Sioney. B.C. v'8L :
m’9 , I , '
CLASSiFiED RAlb
PUT YOUR Christmas List on 
computer labels. 50c per name 
; and address plus 5c per label. 
Shaw Computer Services.' 652-
■71353'.;:7; T ; ,7.T F-/,1 lp48
S.CI.S. im
Landscape Gardening
. We otler a lull line '
■/, F > ;o| Service 
7 --lor a reasonable rale— 7
. Fiom a’sri'Mli,'weeding ich lo compiele iand- 
scaping rockenes" driveway,■ paiio,.
gai’den.MiL’ds fawn'cuilinfietc,
^56-3317
KODAK CAROUSEL projector, 
$95, car stereo equalizer, vocal 
88, $65, two Goodyear steel 
belted radials. Like new, 165 RS, 
13” rim, $45,656-9462. 4c41
COMPLETE BEDROOM SUITE, 
$750; harvest gold frost free 
fridge, stove, $750; living room 
suite, $700; dining set, $195; 
coffee table, $95; lamps, $45 
each; two dressers, $30 and $40; 
crib, $90; high chair, $30; 10 
spe^ man’s bike, $55; misc. 
Everything in excellent condition. 
656-1766. 2p41
SANDAK SHOES - great for travel 
and holiday wear, or just around 
home. Childrens shoes also 
available, individual sales or shoe 
parties. 652-3038; 10c48
FIREPLACE INSERT heatilator, 
35”x24”x21”, 4 collapsible metal 
chairs, G.E. 10 cu. ft. fridge, van 
or camper cupboard ice box and 
other items. 2293 Bradford 
Sidney. 2p41
MOBILE AND MARINE DIVISION F F^ 
Free Pickup & DeSiveryT:T7''ry-r:'’’:'.:‘'''-\:.
• PRESERV-A-SHINE • UNDERCOAT5NG • SUNROOFS 
ENGINE SHAMPOO • TAR REMOVAL 
•COMPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION
;FiT?s7iN7
FREE 120 page Career Guide 
;;i shows how to train at home for 
v;205 top paying full and part-time 
Y'jobs
::WestGeorgiaSt.;;42002yyan- 
FFcouver. Call 112/'685789237tocidy: 
4 pb4 1
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general 7 gardening.
Reasonable rates; Call 656-5382 
/after 5G7m.F77-F,:':;./;:y: //'.-'tf F
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS.
Coll ecta bl es,, too Is, lawn mo we f, 
wheelbarrow, chain saw, plants. 
656-1947. F 3p41 7
FOR; SALE, finest quality spring 
hay, has never been rained on. 
$3.75 - bale. 652.5781. 2c41
VACUUM CLEANERS, buy, sell or 
trade rebuilt vacuums from $25; 
Electrolux, Filter Queen, compact
rvr-.-r. .r.«wir i I . Fvacuums Wanted, workiog or not
DEEP COVE MAN with truck for for cash 389-0590 or 381-5136; 
house; /yard .and: garden main- o ,/ ;//
K/ / tenance, carpentry/haulingaway^F ..^^T-r,oLF'7i;^iVT^ ;^^^
/Institute, : l()55 /. T ^j|.,jfQ^yV ^lgg^j|.^g; ^g^^ SCOTTISH .KNIT .WEAR
and/rcHDfs cleaned. ■Septic fields. 7
Reasonable; rates Fanywhere/ qn ; ^'7aditiqnal Fair-jsle - patterq
GARAGE
SALES
SANSCHA:HALL FLEA MARKET 
every;Sunday,78:30:- :2;30 p.nf. 
Info 656-4523. rts
OPENING IN OCTOBER
60LDEH, SHEAF; BAKERY(i980}^ Ltd:;
2354 BEACON AVE.
FRESH, QUAU7TBAKERY GOODS 
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE £
Lou &7 loan Neudecker WATCHFORUS
7f/je;:Aerofejc:: ; SALMON; SMOKlNG / SERyiCE.;; 
/ ,'Yp'J catch7them, |7smbke them for; /
FPeninsulaFMalcolm;656-93127; 
.4.p4 2 
Fw^^SOc^j^Flb^^ot^h or^ Variety Of rolcwrs and styles.;^ee; ISb^r'G^tonea^eV’pi"
FGnne.Fhot;smokine;FSteve;656-F;/E^M also our Scottish hand knitted' 'Sianev ' 1d41/
; knitted In/the: Shetland Island:of/ /. annual FAMILY SUPER SALE of F 7 
//.Scotland Also available a furniture, record player, and 101 F F 
selection of plain/sweaters in a "Ytems. Sunday, Oct. 16, 9 a.m.-5 I
/. Firsrinsetlib!i/.20 wqrds.br iess;/$2,{10./ 
/''(ptepaymeri!.;''tate:p!ilyi:-.iCorisecalive/; 
Y/cpeal iiisefiioris; S1':pCI perweek/Oyef;; 
'/Fp'worPs’iitiist; weet< jffiaoh extra yverdi// 
.:/'/14:tenls,'CDn5eculive repeat insenions/';
Fbver 20 wordVlO .cenis peT each add/;;
iional: word ;; Box'. nymbers ' ;$l-,;00/ ’
’ 'Cl.assiiied ..display 'i.il'e /.upon; requesl:'/; 
'//^Charge classitiefls are $3,00 l.pr.ih'e lirsi; 
,/week,:VISA rale is also $3::00lor Ihe litst;; 
week;// •-,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
; $16'pet year in Canada lot The: Review; 
,$12 per year lor 'senioi cilirens
CORRECTIONS
Coitcciions should- bo made oeiore, the 
second inseition; Allowance can b(i made 
' .'lot .one incorreci: inseMio'n only Vi/e. 
lesorye' the iighi lo classily .ads uiidoi 
dpptoprialoi'eaairins; ■ 7 /
mmaammmmmmaam
Eveufiigs
Mon..... . . . . . . . . . . . .8-9 p.m.
Wed. & Fri. . , .7-8 p.m.
Mornings












; hot/smbking sSteve: 656: 
F3p42 /Phdne:656-3317s mohair berets and toque with
" ■' Sildney :: lp41:;
SAWS -FILp, tc^ls repaired and matching mittens^ Pric^_ for |oad? l^bbck ^rth oTo^pf
EXPERIENCED ;GATERER;; ;will,:: ; g|^gj./g^gjj, :|_jgf^f ^ items starting as ^ x
/: ^ Cusden, 2440 Malaview. Phone upwards. Excellent value as rarripr^^rarnninf sear' soorts
tention; given to yourstdeas ; on; ----------- —^—  ■/'------- —LOVINGFAMlLYDAYCAREin my s/bieauty; and /the hard wearing: equipment and scads more. Ip41
//design and colour;/Also available, / .-I — ■/j/'' / niiaiitlp.; of niTre^^'Piipxii rinrtinnx; of rut fruit rakp home. New born to 5 years. More /qualities OT pure vyooi.^^^y^
guest portions ot cut. iruii caKe : : /oc wears exoerience Full /supplies are limited therefore











colour/ choice.: We also cater for; 
your party meeting your 
requirements for a cheese: and 
wine evening or a wedding buffet. 
Fully licenced. Call 656-1690 for/ 
more info. : ■ :3c43'
VERSATILE HANDYMAN, ^
/available to do various jobs; boat; pHRISTMAS IDEAS, dried flower 
fepaifs. carpentry, painting,:^'''’3'^8®''^®fi1S'
gardening. 656^94^ 7 /4c4l7 /tamer,/
Using your con-, 
select the colours to
M..    —^—  —n. Vuif v/rn If Hprnr or pIv/p to a friphri ncuiHoLtl iViH I vr\c^ uduyoiimr
DAYCARE in my home, lunches, ^ different gift. 652-3407 lc41 ' ^ed, Ajso
OPPORTUNITIES:
playrnates, quiet area, serving 









WILL DO TYPING in my home 
anylime. Reasonable 656-4853. 
:3nc4 1;: /-
15’k20’ heavy ORANGE TAR­
PAULIN, slightly used, $35.00. 
Battery charger, $20.00. 656-
1718,v:F''::' .■/:;/lp4l f:;//:/.
Fridays from 3-6 pirn. For 2 Vi 
year old our home, Non Smoker. 
656-1766.: / F; 2p41
Notices
2wC'1
DOUG & DENISE McCLARY (nee 
! Gallagher), are pleased to an­
nounce the birth of their first 
child Stephen Douglas, 8 lbs. 15 
: oz,; on August 6 at Grace 
-Hospital. Happy grandparents are 
Denise Gallagher of Sidney; and 
Renie and Gordie , McClary of 
'■■'Victoria': 'F-//" '''/>■■'/ F''""/lp41 ■■
WE WISH TO THANK all those 
who submitted applications for 
tt\e : pos^^^^^ of ■ :;
, PARAPROFESSIONAL to assist 
with ; the Trainable mentally 
Handicapped Program lor the 
balance of the 1983-84 school 
year../...
/ ; Please be advised that this 
/position has now been filled, Your 
application will be kept on file for 
,a period of three months and 
/welcomed lor any suitable
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6, 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995,00, Financing available, 
no down payment O.A.C. $29.00 
per month. Dealer inquiries 
welcome. Phone II 2-430-4040. / 
'/tfn, ';''/■:
RELIABLE HOUSEKEEPER.
Brentwood and Sidney area. 385-;
,5328.;/.' -7/■v/3c41/
FULLY EXPERIENCED CAR­
PENTER with $10,000 worth ol 
time saving tools: available now. 
Hourly or contract. 65G-7658,
4-C4 2:7-■;/■■•:
PAIR BAUHAUS OATMEAL 
COLORED loveseats, excellent 
condition./ Asking $600. (Retail 
$900-1982), 0,8,0.652-9951
.;1 p4:i"' /'-'F:; -"/ -
SINGLE PARENT NEEDS play pen 
and booster/ chair. Please cal!
/■656-5985.F:/' ;;//:■/^:'/::'/:/2p4'2
IB
LADIES SKI PANTS and/or coat, 
size 10 to 12. 656-5950 or 656-
/6711"'' //-7; /:'F.'///':.:"/,:/-/lc41,.
f/PlANO LESSONS • reBi5tor/tiiow.;F :vacancies;which may arise in the 
''■;T;Skilled,' exboriencodi'teacher, All/ future. '/7,':;.''’''7'/ '7/--'' . Iwc41 
/vagesF/and/methods, i Classical 
FTand/or;/; popular,: Excellent 
FF':.fefoi'oncc8.;;Mrs,//; Doney,:: 6S6/,,, J 
,//';40GO/-F",:'//F/7'/::,,,:F//7,;;//.: ,:,8p42./
YOU COULD EARN $100,000 
profit annually. Minimum in- 
vestmerii $2,700, coveted by 
inventory, of new electronic 
musical greeting cards, Excellent are : preFTared / to 
part-time business. Tran­
scontinental, :5165 Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Qufibec lHA 1T6. 112- 
:514-489-3873. F/ // ; 7l^^^
SAWMILL WORKERS. The
.closure of the Chemainus Sawmill 
has resulted in a largo group of ; 
skiliud and unskilled people being 




PADDLE FANS ■ The original fan 
store. Wholesale:and Retail. Free 
catalogues; Ocean Pacific Fan 
Gallery Inc; 4600 East Hastings 
Street, Burnaby, B.G, V5C 2K5, 
Phone 112-299'0666, na-tf
mm
/'//::'(Liquid Dry)//' ;;;F./'';''y,i;,:./,/'/7/ 'Fj/:/'/://'
’/Export Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning Thb Unique Way '' 
l-MEK ESMMATriS-HONDEO «, INSUnnrj . 7,
1 • 24 VOLT 30 amp; battery 
charger $150: Phone 477 4892.
tfn-./7-
GOOD COUNTRY HOME wanted 
for large 5Fyr. old German 




...................... ■■ ■ / ■ .................................................................
FREE, MALE DO0ERMAN-LAB 
CROSS, requires/ loving male; 
companionship/ needs room to 
run;656-6369/:/ / /s ; lp41
LOOKING FOR FOUR PEOPLE -
management ; teacher- or,/ sales 
/.-backgrouncIF Must/hnve:; a good 
7: .selfrimogo/ ,,Minimal investment 
required, Send resume;,P.O,:
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
permanent jobs. If you rv Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6, 
terestod in employing s  Complete satellite (Mckages,from u ,u-u 
those capable Fpoepie. please. - $1995,00. Einahcingavailable, pd , ™ , „
cbnlacf: the CHEMAINUS: down payment/O.A.C, $29 P®f /
MANPOWER ADJUSTMENT;, month; Dealer inquiries welcomo. /
COMMlilTEE ; at / Chemainus / Open /? ; days a week for youf / I’Hkt.
convenience .Phono 112-430
BOB'S TULE:/MUT: L^O.
" ' / / //^^^^^^^ nr iiiiiiNSinr a nnunrAS/// ’= ■'/'
Ceramic Tilens & Accemorim
,lelephoiie,. 112/240-4707. This





: F SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to 
;: / // ,Sidney? Don't know anyone? The "7 anaBoUf on 
'/ /;; Silver /Tlireads Centro / offers /;,r ®p/|pSicipey area,650-9983 : 7 
/ '/ -/iclasses, .'dctlv/itios/and a; warm' // '.
welcome; Drop ; in to F,10030.,,
/ !/’:, /Resthaven or call us at 656'5537 F
Box above; ernployoos /uritir October/7 FIREWOOD: alder, $85 per cord,F 




Moder h sloro 7 localod in / Small
IsaMaINI Si)litF $80 unspllt, A 
m u 11 i -1 a 10 n t e d,' t ruck Ioadsyl0cordlpads,$550 i - HELP!
PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St„;is 
1 the information and Volunteer 
/Sefvice for the7peninsula,: lf you : 
: heed assistance or if you wish to 
volunteer a few hours a week to 
help others in .your communily, 
please calf 656-0134 for further
information. ' F».„ 
table TENWslPifig””PoTti”"at 
Brentwood ’ Elomontary School
: community; over ’4; mllhon gross.
: Mondays 7:30-9:30 p.ni. 'AII ages 
/Welcome, Further Info.
THIS
e3ucSd';mind foh hito/:'Comes/7 All cords wrahtoed. Phono l lZ'/F 250,^^^
with, able body/.Exporienced in/:;853;92^. Y:,: _2/£m£;/W al7^Poninsulr^ou|id,:/No/;/
/ livinR auai-iers,: PficQ"$450,000, : rnony (ioldB,:DonT miss:out. 629-7 ; 3/16 MIRROR, : 6'x7/ insta|i^iF/E^
Contact Carol AVonsir'k ' Jet - 30042 $225; other sizes on requesL '1973 Pontiac erwii 4 D„'H,T.* lull ’
F'Roaltyflnc., Box 300, Okanagarv: tree K|NDr7/: Other /glass //at' largo
: /Falls; D.C. VOH 120: F l pb41 : Prompt and ;efficient, low rates, Rgeps, . 9/50 4th;StSidney^,3852,,■;-//./':/:::.:;.':...F..:::.:./::fF,:.::::.:..:1P$ $:'.'/. 
7 BUSlNESSlOTORTUNiTYrONEF e Call 'VlSA.Mastcrcard.656-6656, 351 1968 FORD FAIRUNE last back, / ,
aiid / hour PHOTO FINISHING. 254 after 6 p.m. /4c44 : PAIR OF/LOVESEA'fS, excellent / rod, good condiiioniij$695. 656'
Revolufionary PH070KIS system 7HA3TDWdRK^ OIRt; condition, $400.00;656-9504 //';:-''';:'3322v656-59,07;V _;2.,,;.^:/:;/-:/,:////2c41'-:/!/
provides unusually high profits, /with car requires house cleaninH,' :.'LPiL::-:/::-:,;-..——L..7-';'196y."CHEVY. 11, 4 door, 99,000 /
' fokos Up Only filtoon/Squai'o feot, Ironing, babysitting jobs, Corrine KING SIZE, MEDIEVAL STYLE, 4- miles on 6-cylinder motor, Can bo
PERSONALS’ ■ existing business or biJen your
ONE GREY DUFFLE COAT
orio Wool;sweater on Fifth St. in; 
Sidney,656-9983 Inc41
BART BUITIENpYH














own store, Contisct MINIT-FOTO, 
.Suife30], 555 -ethStrool, Now 
WestminRtor,B,C,V.3L4Hl.n2-
/521.'4825,' F 7,; / ■;. ! Ipb417'
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT
CENTRE , Crisis-Line, ,383-3232,. _ ________ _ ________
/ Weolfcr Information, support and : ; caSH IN ON INCOME TAX, i-arn 
; referrals! 24 hpers a day,; 7 days a : money; lofiriv rnonoy>saying tax
tgroup moots regularly. To join us 
help i.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lol us, or just for informatbni 
call6W-4842 a(tor^p^; tfn '
-Ig-' ..oWiTEATTno”:'.: froaflni'
''week 
COLiNSfcaliNG lor families-and 
■individuals of all ages - serving/ 
the; Peninsula. Community 
. Counselling Service, 9788* iirohloms in your life? Overeators/ sg^jjprt §|d,iey. 656-1247 . tt 
' 7-Anoriymous can : help voul No ' - - - - - - - - —  —*
: : tips Uy corrospondorico,: U & R
/TAX SCH00LS,;H48/Main. 
■ Street. Winnipeg, Manitoba RJW";
■.:'3S6'''!--7- 7' - ' lpb41.,'
,,_ _ _ _ help yo
.duos, no weigh-ins,7Meetings are 
Mondays, B p,m, at 9788 • 2nd’ 
St./Sidiiov. 656-2331./
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL
:ASSAULT Diop’in/ group meets 
/every Wednesday, 7 -9 p.m./ at 
/ifHS.lindott Ave, 38.3-85^5, lO’S 
1.6,111, Monday to fnd«<y lot lUunF . 
/'; mfoF'7 .-tfn.
■' CiTIZENR'pfcBfammt^ meoiings,.." 
7;Ut and ‘3rd'7ThurS;(’ each monlhi ■; 
//Tkep-ins every Tuesday, 2*4: p,m.:, ; . 
UJons/Hall/! 6994: East/Saanich/:
../.i‘.:Rd (Saamchton'/ ;■■.■;//■/; .■/ !/:/.,/t’!i-//
ENOLTSH smocking, Register 
now for next classes starling Oct . /’ 
24, at Alicias Fine Fabrics, 2392 






Reasonable :rates. Loss/1,0% tor -:0':A.P!'AHer,4,:D!m. 652/3 153/:F':./:::/ 
/3p4 2'-;..:’"///7/;/.
SIDNEY COFFEE SHOP tequirei ! 
general help; .some sandwich; 
making an asset, Applications:io 
P,U. tlrax 6W2, Duncan,/U,(.,,,vyL i 
SYIF/.■-//-■'■".;■'■ .■..■:..2p42//
;p:fRMANENl""'TMffTM'!: 
■RECEPTIONIST. ' typist ; ■/filing 




poster watorbed, includes fixed up or used tor parts, $350 
mattress and heater, 6 months- obo,,656-077 1 days, ,656-645l/ 
old,$400.00 : lp41 evenings, Ic4l
Foir SALET"!NGUS VVASHERT 1978 cIWette
t ft 0.';: P e f I i n s u i a,-P lease 
"resume; to:, Box:400, Brentwood;
Bay,/..|.../.:i'./. Ic4 1;.'
Tlio Rtivlow offor® 
FWEK CLASSIPIIIED 
ADS lo Uloao fiorsonit 
,w, h o, / !'o r o/!' h o r rxt oily, 
omRioyocJ but rtro our* 
r 0 n 11 y' o u'i o f! w b'f’R* 'V;ou^ 
tiiny ndyorthio for o job 
or'for the titi(lo!'bf"your
owri''7 ■■|tmii*chHriclltto!7/'id'
goubrMto funds. Thotto 
tide mutet ho pltioiid In 
Rornon ml the Rowlow 
offloo. No «d» tor* ihid 
■-clnoMlflontlon!-' will 7:!b«' 
0 c « o p I o d ''7, i by':/' phono.
: L, 1 nit tf,S // ponoo c u11 y o, 
; fin Aorlloni^:. only F; ;7"':/''''.; -iF!
excellent condition. 656-0455 /' F automatic. / Good condition, 
3j)43 / _ 7 /___ _ radials,/Offers to $3,000, ,656-
1979Yi^AifAMOPlD. $22^00!!7/.Q353'after6 p.m,;//;';^ /Y'■ :/4p44.7/; 
/65M684F Jp43 /HANOilCAP CAR, 1972 bntlac 2^ F
,7 BLACK " DECKER DEHixE7:' door,'7 p.,S.r'P.B..; harid-Coritn^Sv:/;,: 
WORKMATE,: excellentF; with 7 automatic, Yfhoolchair iHr S^p.: 
attachment for angle cut,s, $60,; rnilos. bno owner, $3,000, Mb- 
.7 656-3144 Dr.652-OaB?/'.'/. F. 1 p41;:,, 6459 , ::.^.//,
rir..'5iPE.u nxL De.simVPr’Ar’nwL'; /. 
Rtt.lPp.)Tl41,. ■' toWSTC.UC'T'tOW 'Ji 
nwirHiMC,' cyxirptM-nsY'
f MIMWerS/FUKMlTUKI^ ‘












glider//bike,; HO;train sef .with'
TRUCKS
. . . . . . . . . 67 / CHEV7"T,/2’.:';io'n7" oxcollent:
table gnd extras!!femote bonirot/! fonnlnr 
' rnotorcycle, v r emote: control// 0.0X7.: 73 Ford 3/^ ton excellent 
! Poucho (nuuUs sw'hU icIccliiuiT!' R,^/ ,
Fwork). Phono6S2-4283 lo4l Phono 652-9674, preferred after
7F|WF«1ETu5WK^
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Woods 2387 Bsacon 856-7333 
Blinds DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
PACIFIC FORKLIFTS SALES. We
have the largest stock good used 
forklifts in Western Canada. 
Pneumatics, solid tire, electric 
and 4 W.D, $2,500 up. Terry 
Simpson 533-5331.4pb41
2 OR 3 BEDROOM HOUSE or
apartment in Sidney area. Family 
of four responsible adults, non 
drinkers, 1 wheel chair, prefer no 
stairs or all major appliances and 
facilities on main floor. 









Electrical Wiring, Rewiring & Line Work. 
Have your power lines surveyed.
Free Estimates Phone
3S3-1641
Farm and Orchard Tractors. 






three children need 3 bedroom 
home within school bus area of 
Stelly’s School. 652-0098 lc41
T.R. SKITT
ELECTRICIAN







‘No Job Too Small” 656-5604
Thorne- Lennon Electric fl976j Ltd.
: 9813 THIRD ST,, SIDNEY. B.C. V8L 3A6





3 Room groups. Bachelor 




$64,900 is the asking price 
for this spacious 3 BR, 
semi-detached townhouse 
in an ideal family complex. 
Built in 1978 & features 
thermopane windows, 
large kitchen with eating 
area, separate : dining 
room, laundry room, 
storage, carport, plus large 
fenced BACK YARD. Large 
assumabel mortgage. Easy 
to view anytime — owner 
transferred — MAKE YOUR 
OFFER!
Doug Carr 727-3867 




652-3089 “/rfefls Through Planting" COMPLETE SERVICE
•Interlocking Stones ior 
Patrios, Walks, 
Driveways
• Lawns (Seed or Sod)
•Lawn & Garden
Maintenance 
•Pruning & Spraying 
















CUSTOM BOAT UPHOLSTERY & BOAT TOPS 
NOW AVAILABLE IN STOCK - UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND











3 ORIasa te &s)Ya You
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
2481 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-3951
DUPLEX - SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References. $575 per mo. 656- 
4066or656-4003. 23t
SANDOWN MOTEL & ECHO INN. 
Winter weekly and monthly rates 
with kitchenettes now available. 
Sandown 652-1551 - Echo Inn 
652-2234: rts
2800 SQ. FT ELEGANT water 
view home, large rec. room, 
sauna, hot-tub, wet bar, three 
bedrooms, 2‘/2 bathrooms. Birch 
Bay, Washington. Private marina, 
golf course. $240,000. Terms. 
112-206-332-6154,112-206-332- 
8185,112-206-332-6009. Ipb41
THE ORIGINAL LOG HOMES 
since 1967. 12”-14” handpeeled 
logs. $8/sq. ft. & up. Stock, 
custom plans — plan book $4 .00. 
Box 1301, 100 Mile House, B.C. 
V0K2E0; 112-395-3868 lpb41
5991 OLD EAST RD., 7 acre 
Shangri-La, waterviews, 
seclusion, park-like setting, 3 
bdrm. plus den, barn and 
pasture, excellent garden areas, 2 






"k Backhoe k Excavating k' Trucking
BRENTWOOD BAY area - one 
bedroom apartment, adults only, 
$322 per month. 479-3310. 2c41
DEEP COVE WATERVIEW, older 
two bedrporn home. Gorgeous 
view. Stovei, : fridge, i included, 
references, ^available Nov! 1, 
$528 per month. 656-4336. 2c41
Sl': I : .^ORCHARD ^BSEWS - I ■ ^





trucking. Excavating and Backhde Work
’ 556 Downey Road
!ir:/Ti? i/BiC^
UNFURNISHED 1 bdrm. apar­
tment h ea r Ocean Sci en ce 
I ns ti t u tei X $ 30 0 i;598-26 9 3 ^ 
evenings. 2c41
iPUPLEX; f SAANICHTON, three 
t bed rppinf fireplace,: fenced jyard,; 
quiet/areayiNo ■appliances; Small: 
;; pets Ref erehcesiX Available













ROOM v& board,? $325:gper: 
month, $90 per week, or $15 per 
day:? IJse ' of: lauridry: ;facilitiesX 
Phone 656-2732 ;— non-smoker,' 
anoh-drinker.4p44;
ONE BACHELOR APARTMENT, 
stove, ;fridge? and v heating jh- 
?'cluded.?; Not:?suitable??fdr: pets-; 
i Afjply at 9818 ■3rd St;v656-1523 ;:;
-A Quality construction by “PINE HOME BUILDERS”
★ Oeiightful six-unit complex 
■k No steps
★ Walk to Sidney
★ One block to ocean
★ Private patios 
•k Skylights









tfar^ ^M^ BACkHOE SEVVER STORM DRAINS
COMMERCIAL BUILDING for 
rent, 1600 sq. ft., 9830 - 5th St., 
Sidney, u Suitable for smail 
restaurant or tea room. For in­
formation call 727-2125, 9 a.m. - 
5 p.m. 2c42
ANNEHE WALLS 656-4891 X^
MONTREAL TURST CO. of CANADA 656-3924
SIDNEY AREA, suite to rent, 
$300 per month. For details 656- 




Xlougliing, Levfiling,/Feiiciv Rost !)i(](|ihr): & Punching




5 ACRES SATURNA ISLAND, fully 
. serviced, drilled well, deep an­
chorage, dock, privileges, 
• $50,000. Phone after 6 p,m. 112- 



















■X|-|ufi()y.'>rj1il:;-X ' PioneiM o56-77l4 , ID HAL
safe^tec services
652-5313
moss control -• the safer $va)'




NO.CRIMP kEREIXdwn house : 
witb:?alnisi:3p00 ’s()V ft. on:?, 
iiiDor|XXX,IXplaceX'';separ^ 




3 bedroom,' no-step ran-/ 
Cher, Ideal starter or retire­
ment;,home. Kitchen with 
eating area. In line living- 
dining room, witli heatilator 
tireplace. Plush wall to wall, 
throughout; 'Easy :,,care; 
yaid,/Close: to rshoppinej' 
and :transportatiO!L ,Extra; 
;,wide:V;ontrance :;door:/|pT;, 
wherilch.iir access. For 
itiorfiXnfoX Job 'Starke/at:' 
,381-1578. Freddy Slarko 
:al 55!!-96d2: or 656-0747;
•‘5 BEDROOMS”;
Thi.s large 5 medroom fami­
ly:,home in area of nice 
homes must .be sold./ln- 
clLided is a family room .gif 
the' kitchen and a rec ,room 
.down. ::,The/house/needs 
some'TLC;L but:?!( you're 
lobWog for a' big hbusX' 
thisicould be (or you,; AaX





This 4 bedroom.gevel en- 
.trance, family ihome : has 
/approx,. 3,000/square:Teet/ 
/of living areajon twolevels,: 
Sonie of ithe/ outstanding 
/features / include/ jacuzzi 
bath tub,: built-in kitchen 
appliances,intercom, 
fisher stove: in rec: room/ 
/ large :;Workshbp/,:R.V :,car- 
i port: / maintenance/: free, 
'hack Vard Hnrf much morn 
/ For i/appoinlmoni; to,: view 
’?please";,cail;/LarrV: ■Olson, 
656-1050 or 656-0747












'/'/",',/?,CampXf®/iiwdsutipln{j ,3erwcb,ard /X::'„/" w-,*,!,,.-■■ ;
.':,ciyX:ty.CifcricivufL....: i
■.(Sair6Si5i-9til:1 idurinfj t)Ui3lfiasd'):fp'ur8,;,:/;''':>0iiuwr!ttl,:AW,. 
;:?/'//.:.-Mon,-Sal;;/::.,,,..v:?fmE£j.ESTIMATES/
Anilquci Furnlluro? Display if in/ 
this::1650;,sg; It/ bedroom 
charactof ranoher; Luxuriously' 
decorated in Regal Queen,Ann, 
stylo/ Gorgeous bathroom: Cx/ 








::ronovaied.:: Vendof :tinanc/: 
:Arig: available/ Don/j'delay/ 








home/ iri -/afea/ ii'ol .::'good: 
dibnies iih:: Oi'enivvbod//lws/ 
■ boon reduced/tor:.an/im-' 
inodiate iisaie./Thg/lioiiso/ 
was:bullt/in :i979 and.may 
need some TIC/': Larry? 
Olson i 656-1050 or 
656-0747.
"Old Dtileh” Faimhouso, On 4;
level and cleaicd aero;., ■) 
bofirooms/ :Xbalhs:,'iargdTiV',: 
ingrooih/iwilh /lirepiacti l and'; 
cminfry: kitchen ;;(iaratie; and 
bam. Gluse in lace icu.k? AhKi 
,/ng/$.l9X90o:/
No slop bungalows ro- 
quirod in the lower,, price 
range/ ' within walking:' 
dislancd lo Beaton Aye,: 
.Garagor or /;carport: hof/ 
fKsential /Joo or Freddy 
Starko. 381-1578. 
652-9602 or 656-0747,
WaletfronL :Pnly $,i8.000. 
Uviir, lU.tJCKJ sq.;..!l, joi.oiiT'iu-,. 
turfeqde'::/'Reay/;:€teek, /ahd 
poacf/ fn/Bidney;dn watev; and
WILO ANO WOOl1.Y/ t aerc on 
Wiiinw pond?; High" m/kv'





i:/4., cILIUS:., .llOlltllig :,O0 
.eagles”lake//welt itreed/ 
Good' pimducing welt Only 
'■IS min drivn frfim Wnok’iH 
/Several: good .itiuijcifhg 
Sties: For: moig into/pkXso 
'■Anil''' 'frnddy?'''Sfa'fko 





/this family home.is'on tho,
' end of a quiet.cuLdo-sac/ 3. 
■^bedrooms/ Oh . main ’ iioor 
with lully/ finished:' base­
ment. Don’t delay: this 
home won't / last ' Larry 







:moh(::.homo:':has iust bobii: 
iisled:';anii ,is,/n?;nius!:./for,: 
;';anyhbdy:;Cor)iRmpiat)rig:’.::a: 




grBenHghiio,, slot age: shod, 
;'/and.:; ,:1rne::''lioiise:/tor/:,ttio,
: children Tlie basomont has 
'■a?;;:.fanii|yX:'ropm::/: spare 
bedroom::, and,, worksbop 
;area: Jhoro is a sun: room 
oil ihfl kilohen tor, your (tat - 
ly morning breaklast,; Fof 
viffwing call Larry Olson, 
656.1050 or 656-0747,
X SUPERTIANDYMAN : 
ONLY $41^
Veridof.:S;WSA ^%:/|and,:
< come,:' Cm^'W: t'Oi’vIc ed: 




■■■ r'dmm(’'i<'taf ' Tpner! ‘ '’gt ’ '/v 
::tidari:/'oi:/:Sidney/':':dX'os's' 
(rom,: . landmafk :. fautidinf);: 
: Ap:prox:' c.Dod bg/'ttxrbr" 









REYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
k Fully insured ★ Residential/Commercial
★ Quality Workmanship ★Free Estimates
★ Interior/Exterior
★ 18 years experience ★ Crew of 7 people
PHONE 656-3894
SADLER’S
: Painting ^ / : 
Becoratiog Ltd.
:/;/■ 856-448



























■ "Big or Small 
/ we:Do Them All”
9810/Fourth StX
Service Residential 






























Licensed Plumber :/ / :New:constructibn and Repairs//
Specializing in Hot Water Heating/:/





Arbutus Realty Inc. /
: *.1 i m S mith: • Roger Fra mptbn
Listings neeilerl 
FREE EVALUATIONS




Repairs to Vonls, / / 
. Eaves & Chimney: 
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS Flashing : //
Foi ,111 your Rooting Needs. ,
^TUrtt Shakes, Shingles, tar
‘THE’’:ROOFER,,,,.^.:.^
Mornings or Evenings 658’"8130
dt':i.
'(1 f/' •' 'i iL'' * 1 :'
HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
■':':''SEffW/VG WE PCW/WSULA^^ 
"'J^LIFIED STAFF FREE ESTIMATES
' :'''opfiin(i '*oH fnliinii Ommkims trtm 
-Urtmiu*! idi ciNnnii.,,,.,
l(i)ss jnii/vkiiiilp;;
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS *BOOH NOW FOR SPRING
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2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5511
The cobbler quoted Robbie Bums ‘by the yard’
120 ACRES KISPIOX RIVER, 26 
room lodge plus two self con­
tained suites, new four bedroom 
>2500 sq. ft. house. $250,000 or 
iwill consider trades. P.V. SER­
VICES LTD,, Box 152, Madeira 





Pursuant To The 
REPAIRERS LIEN ACT
WHEREAS the following 
debtor IS indebted to the 
■ undersigned in the following 
sum, for storage, work done 
. andmaterials supplied in 
repair of the foilovnng motor 
, vehicle::
Gary Kilgor; $1,470.45:




and the, said sum ought to have 
been paid and default has been 
made in the payment thereof, 
notice is hereby given that 
signed, sealed bids for the 
purchase of the above describ­
ed motor :vehicle will be ac-- 
cepted until 5:00 p:m.,,on,Fri­
day the 28th day of October, 
1983, at the place of business 
of Professionai: Components 
Ltd., 2074,.- Henry . Avenue, 
Sidney, British Golumbia, V8L 
356,; (Telephone 656-6165). 
The; said motor,vehicle may be 
viewed at the business location 
of , Professional Components- 
.Ltd."astaforesaid/:The highest 
or any,-bid will' not .necessarily.- 
be accepted.





The reason I have chosen 1912 for this article is 
because that is the year my parents brought their 
children here from England to live here. References for 
my statements are my memory and the first four issues 
of The Review which are from December, 1912, when 
the paper was first published.
Beacon Ave. ran west to east from a B.C. Electric 
Railway station called “Sidneyway” to the sea and 
Sidney wharf, a narrower structure located in the same 
area as the present one. There was a beacon light on the 
wharf to guide mariners, the fuel was coal oil probably 
and, 1 think, tended by the local wharfinger, but that 1 
have not been able to ascertain.
Tire Breihour brothers, John, Julius, Wesley, Henry 
and Samuel all had farms parallel to one another e.x- 
tending from the old Road down to the sea. Beacon 
Avc. ran between the farms of Julius and Wesley.
When the Brethour brothers .subdivided, Beacon 
Avenue was made and was intersected by 5ih, 4ih, 3rd, 
and 2nd Streets. The V and S Railway ran along 1.si St., 
which started where the Sidney Hotel was and still is, 
and ran south to Bazan Bay and on to Victoria.
The Canadian and Southern Lumber Co. Ltd. built a 
lumber mill and yard on the property bounded by the 
north side of Beacon Ave. and 2nd St. so that logs could 
be brought by sea and hauled right out of the water into 
the mill. The V and S Railway hauled milled lumber 
away to Victoria and scows and tugs hauled milled 
lumber to the mainland.
The Village of Sidney grew from this industry and 
was named after Sidney Island and the straits.
Employment at the mill brought people to live and their 
needs prompted business establishments and enterprise 
so that in 1912 they were as follows:
On the north side of Beacon Ave. starting at the east 
'■ end: T' -'
•The wharf where the beacon light was;
•Lumber mill and yard. The mill,whistle blew at 6 
a.m. to rouse workers, and again at 7 a.m., noon, 1 ; 
p.m. and 6 p.rn. No coffee breaks then. Streets where now is the post office, Toronto Dominion
Crossing2ndSt., proceeding west: Bank, etc. Kwong Lee Yuon advertised in The Review
•Bob Sloan, the cobbler. He quoted Robert Burns by v as “General Merchandise; contractor for labour. Tel 
' theyard-and wrote;poetry himself.'.■ ',v ...l::;:, :22*.’.",.
: ®P. Burns Butcher Shop run by Arthur Harvey and Chung Lee Lung advertised as “Importing agency,
Ed Blackburn. The Review commented that they “were employment pf Chinese labour. Cooks and farm hands
•The Merchants’ Bank on the corner of 3rd and 
Beacon was built in 1912 with living quarters above. The 
manager was Mr. Roach and the teller was Billy Lait, 
both “eligible bachelors”.
•Across 3rd St. was a vacant corner lot used as a short 
■ cut to and from school and stores.
•Bevan, Gore and Eliot, stocks, bonds and real 
estate.
•Sidney Water Power Co., established 1912, 
manager, Samuel Roberts Jr.
•J. McNauglil, e.xpressman and agent for Standard 
Steam Laundry. Mrs. McNaughi operated a swit­
chboard for B.C. Telephone Co. which was there until 
the telephone office was built on 5th St. in December, 
1912. Mis.s McKay operated it until relieved by Miss 
Maude Hooton in January, 1913. Above the McNaught 
business premises was the small Berquisi Hall used for 
school concerts, dances, etc.
•A store stood on the west corner of 4th St. but 1 
cannot recall the occupant and have not found anyone 
who docs. More research needed.
•Drug Store, owned and operated by John Williams, 
chemist, and his brother.
•Dry Goods Store, operated by W.H. Dawes, who 
also was secretary of Sidney Board of Trade which 
.started in 1912. Their number one project was a break- 
walcr!'..
•Scottish Stores, H.G. Hannan, at the corner of 5th 
and Beacon. Beyond that it was fields all the way to the 
East Road, belonging to Wesley Brethour. These fields, 
during the 1914-18 War, were used as an army camp by 
the i43rd Battalion (known as “The Bantams”), the 
231sl Seaforth Highlanders, and a unit known to us as 
the “Yukoners” because they had been recruited in the 
Yukon, and had a number of husky dogs with them. 
Some of the “Yukoners” were accompanied by their 
wives and one of these stayed with us. ^




The Garth Homer 
Centre, Arbutus Crafts, 
invites the public to an open 
house 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. at 
813 Darwin. The open 
house runs the third 
Tuesday of each month, 
October through June. 
Visitors arc invited to tour 
the centre and learn what is 
happening in the 
workshops. Finished 
products arc on display and 




Saaniclt Peninsula Parish 
bazaar will be held TO a.m.- 
4 p.m. Oct. ^'22 at St 
Elizabeth Centre, 10030-3rd 
St., Sidney. A flea market is
•David Evans 
superior material”.
•Blacksmith shop, house and garden, owned by Mr.
Berquist. Site now occupied by Bank of Montreal.
Crossing3rdSt.:
•Sidney Restaurant run by Mrs. Simister.
•J.F. Simister Dry Goods. Advertised “unbeatable 
values in boy’s trousers”.
• McKillican and North, real estate and insurance.
Advertised "nice grassy lots close in $200 per lot: $20 
cash, $10 per month”.
• Blacksmiihy with rooms above. Mr. and Mrs.
Kierstead.
•Vacant lot on corner.
Crossing 2n(l St.:
•Another vacant lot with large fir trees on it.
•House - Mr. and Mrs. Converse.
•House - Mr. and Mrs. Spencer — where Arthur 
Currie (later Sir Arthur Currie) and his sister had lived 
while both teaching school here. Later it became a 
chocolate shop.
•House of Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Cochran.
•Sidney Trading store owned by C.C. Cochran and also planned 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
J.J. White. The post office was attached to this store Oct. 15 at the centre, 
until 1913.
• Hotel Sidney, P.N. Tester, prop. $2 per day, terms 
by month. “High Class Dining Room, Choicest Wines,
Liquors and Cigars”. Sidney Wharf.
Addenda:
•The Sidney Review started Dec. 1912, somewhere on 
Beacon, manager W.N. Bohannon.
•J.B. Kelly, Feed Store, Tst St. corrugated iron 
building, now Sea Chest Marine Store.
•Angus Ego’s Billiards and Barber Shop, 1st St. and 
Bevan. Retired Sidney policeman.
•David Craig, Blacksmith.
•Neison Fralick, watch repairs, 4th St.
Sidney Bakery, H. Ingamells, 2nd St., now Salvation 
-'-.-ArmyBldg.-'-:;'.-':" ■
•St. Andrew’s Anglican Church, 3rd St., Rev. Des .
■■ -Baires, rector.'
•St. Elizabeth’s (Roman Catholic) Church, 3rd St.
•Methodist Church, Rev. James Hicks,met fin 
Berquist small halL Parsonage built inT9p4 on 3rd St. 
y.Btill-there. - 'lO
®Dr, Gordon GiimmirigSj the only doctor, built a
it’s an
Qmm
You Tried tire Good Times: 
Now Try the Great Tirnes!
DINE OVERLOOKING
clever men who could cut 3 pounds of beef toTook like a 7; found. Hardware, vegetables and waterlilies.” The cottage hospital (now Shore Acres) on 3rd St. Took
■ : lO-pourid roast.” the plant with which we associate P^'ivate patients. Later buiU I^esthaveh. ; , _^^^::^^^; ^
•James Critchley’s General Store, built in 1899
,7; living quarters above. Son Aldfed (Nip) helped in gfowiv iri bbw'ls of water and pebbles. acres bought from W. Veitch.
store and delivered groceries, etc., by horse and Crossing 4th St. going east:
waggon. James’s wife, Henrietta, helped in the store ®Large Berquist Hall upstairs with Fletcher North’s
and played the organ at St. Andrew’s Church, it was the butcher shop beneath. This building was destroyed by
kind of organ played with both hands and both feet. fire in the 1930s.
Mr. Critchley had got the post office i 
that it had been run by J '
Brentwood Bay
had got the post office in 1910; prior to *Cigar factory, manager and owner, Mr. Winch. He















Model CR8 9000 BTU/hr. 
Reg, $269.95 ..........
Model CR9 9000 BTU/hr. 
Rog. $329.95 7, . .
Model CRF9 9300 BTU/hr. 
Reg $409*95
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The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know 
anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre at 10030 Resthaven 
offers classes, activities and 
a warm welcome. Drop in 
or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, M a.m. to 2 p.m, in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more in­
formation call co-ordinator 
Ruth Snow at 656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
clothing, household ar­
ticles, appliances and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Can we help you? Call 
the Community Coun­
selling Centre, 9813-5th St.
to keep conversational 
skills? Toastmasters En 
Francais meets Thursday 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13 - 18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and 7 -11 p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym 
takes place 7 - 9 p.m. 
Wednesday. Special ac­
tivities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. 
All activities are free and no 
registration is required. 
Parent and teen enquiries 
welcome. For more in­
formation call the PCA 
office at 656-0134 or drop 
by and pick up a program at 
9788 - 2nd Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood 
elementary school, 7:30 - 
9:30 p.m. Mondays. More 
information 652-4580 or 
652-1531.
Is overeating creating 
problems in your life? 
Overeaters Anonymous can 
help. No dues, no weighing. 
Meetings are at 8 p.m., 
Mondays, 9788 - 2nd Street,
PRICES IN EFFECT 
OCT. 12 -13 -14 -15, 1983
QUANTITIES ARE LIIVIITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
















ROGER'S UNSLEACHEQ WHITE OR WHOLE WHEAT























MAC ^ CHEESE DINNER225g
CLOVERLEAF
P!IHSftLi0i22Og........
KRAFT CRACKER BARREL CHEDDAR
l^iirr^r mild AND










































Sidney; 24-hour answering Sidney. Call 652-9931. 
service. Call 656-1247.^^^
Women’s Support every Tuesday 7:30 - 9:30 
Group. A discussion group p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
for women dealing with Legion Hall on Mills Rd. 
their current needs. New members and visitors 
Newcomers welcome welcome. Well known hits 
Wednesday afternoons at from musicals as well as 
1:30 p.m. in the Com- traditional songs are sung, 
munity Counselling Centre, Men and women of all 
9813-5thStreet, Sidney. For voices are welcome — if 
more information call 656- you like to sing please join 
1247. the group. For more in-
Grandpareuts — are your formation call 656-5301. 
grandchildren far away? A Pregnant and wondering 
young mothers non-profit what the future holds for 
support group .(Capital you? Sidney Community 
Families) needs help with Health Service offices of 
child care Wi hours, each the Capital Regional 
week. Call Patti at 656- District can help you. Join 
6296. us and other couples in a
Victoria Housing comfortable atmosphere of 
Registry, 1923 Fernwood learning through films. 
Road. Free matching rental slides, discussions and 
services. Landlords 381- exercises. Register now. In 
1335, tenants 381-1205, Sidney call 656-1188 
Monday to Friday 11 a.m. ~ Sidney Twirlers and 
5 p.m. Help with housing Drum Corps take lessons at 
problems. Sidney elementary school
Attention ladies: all voice f*"^ p.m. Thursdays. For 
ranges - we want you to sing
time! Most Monday nights The Saanich Peninsula 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion Toastmasters Club now 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more meets at 7:30 p.nl? Tuesday 
information call 652-3030 evenings at Central Saanich
hall; 1903 Mount
' Speak^FrencIf^'and ‘:want''-''Newton.;














I',.''’ ' — jn;-,
By VVcndy Laiiig vw;:
Now that Peninsula Recreation’s skating .season is well 
intabperatiqn, ihc lijc rink 
recreation; Some patrons have enjoyed the sport for many 
arc others wlio have recently
take up skating ns a fitness/sporis cnclcav6ut; '‘ ^^^^^; Tk
Whether you skate upright or spend mine time sliding 
along at anklc-hcighi, Panorama welcomes you lo the daily 
public sessions.
Shlnncy hockey is offercd Nlondays^W
k event, adults can take part in ndn^cbntact, drop-in hockey k 
by supplying a helmet, stick and a puck.
Parents iand lots have }?een reserved ice time from ll - 
l t :S() nirii; and 1;10 - 2;lO p.m,, Tiicsdays and Tlnirsd 
i rcspcctiycly. Instructors are on hand to aid both parents 
and little penguins towards an exciting haur.
Lunches can get so monotonous by just speitding an 
Itour eating, Change your schedule a touch by coming on 
to the ice Tuesdays and Thursdays, Panorama's noon 
k^ate is oficred conveniently from 12-1 p.m. 1 ^
Adults — arc you looking for a gci-away time for you 
and your friends? Stop hy at the centre Wednesdays from 
l!l0-2;30 p.m. and Sunday evenings, 7:1 0t9 p.m., for an 
adult only skate.
p.m. Saturdays and 3;10-5 p.m. on Sundays.
The ice is yours for family fun, 11-1:30 p.m. Sunday 
mornings, Give family oricntatioiV anotlicf branch with 
■■‘''■■-thisgroupncfivity on'Sundays':" ""
For 'lhc tccns^ the thank-gobdiricss-li's-Frlday skate gives 
a special; boost To weekends. AVith the beat 0 
k Canned Music Fridays from 7:30-9:30 p.m. are safe, 
;.'v.kcnjQyabIcf'and;close-io-home..k:i:;'
;; i if you are still questioning the thrill of skniingi drop by 
‘ ^and watch the excited ychmg children on the Peninsula 
;:*;Mhi«T;'Hhcl<ipy"t:eague':'pf'acticing;itnd 'putting';theif'best'; 
Into hockey games. This will be all ihc lnspira|iqn you M
IDAHO COLOSSAL
ONIONS
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CANADA A BEEF
BEEF SHORT RIBS :
$^62 $119
dm: ;.ky kg or' ib/y': k'" y; ^ 1





CAmBA A BEEF 
BOmtESS POT
mmi
CHOCK OR ROUND BONE
' $#39 $19®
H kg or lb. Ma \
Z,:Z::m
SMOKEHOBSE





^'kk- y■ ,;454g;pkg.-^;l.';- ''yea.;;
EUROPEAN QUALITY mMLEBS DELI QUALITY














..“k"':. kg'or Ib.'., JL''
'■ $969k:k
SOOg pkg. to H.
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CHOICE
LARGEBO’s
HOUgS: Mon. lo Fri; 9 am igfl pm, Sntiirdaf!) am Ion pni, i(
Sundav n to 8
. ■Is'k*’
,cfiRNt'g"or;'^
WALLACE DRIVE AND WEST SAANICH ROAD
'i' ' . iV* ' . it iM! •' , , . i.k ■ 'l ' *' ■)' 'V^ ' ' ’
- .-k'-k.:', ■ :k!'kk.
